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THE ETUDE
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PHILADELPHIA,* PA® SEPTEMBER, 1888.

PHILADELPHIA,

a soul be produced

The

SEPTEMBER,

PA.,

grapple with the glorious and the grand.

1888.
soul to

How may such

bom

that land to hastening

ills

D

®

a prey,

Where wealth accumulates and men

decay.”

?

must be inborn, it is true. If there
begin with, no cultivation can produce it.

talent

souls are not

‘III fares

This is no morbid- picture, but the concept of all
no
thoughtful men.
Bat
Young students You have but just one life to live in

is

!

Indeed, infant souls (less

Work

this world.

while it is called day, for the night
man can work. I am not preaching
only trying to dissuade you from mere moneyMoney honestly earned you should get at all
Subscription
$1.50 prat Year (payahl® in advance).
the musician especially needs just such development.
times; but have a higher object than that, or you are a
Single Copy, 15 cents.
Before everything else develop your mind and
The following studies are recommended :
clod.
" The courts have decided that all subscribers
to newspapers are held
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be
1. The study of nature.
Every year some “ familiar soul, and what can do this so wonderfully as our beautiful
discontinued.
art? I have wandered from the subject of summer
science” should be carefully reviewed, and observations
PRESSES,
schools, but not altogether.
They are one means, and
should be made constantly. The student should endeavor the best, if you cannot take any other. Do not rely on
1704 Chmtnut Stroei,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
The study of money and misery, technics and trumpery, fame and
to classify the results of his observations.
EDITORS.
fatuity,
or
any
other
merely
temporary measures.
botany, geology and astronomy will greatly enlarge the
W. 8. B. MATHEWS,
JOHN 8. YAH CLEV®,
“Knowledge is power,” and get it at any sacrifice.
sensibilities.
JOHN 0. FILLMORE,
JAMES HUNEKER,
You have only one chance
chance: what are you living for?
Mb®. HELEN D. TBETBAR.
Every Think about it.
2. The study of poetry and the other arts.

A

Monthly Publication

for

Teachers and Students of

Ae

Pianoforte.

full-grown.

the purity) are sometimes found in full-grown bodies.

Soul nourishment

is

necessary to spiritual growth, and

cometh
I

which no

in

am

getting.

-

THEODORE

Managing

Editor,

THEODORE PBES8EB.

(EWsrecf at Philadelphia Post

Office

m Secomi^lme

week should witness some advance in the thorough
knowledge of literature. Shakespeare and Milton alone

Matter.)

COST OF STUDYING ABROAD.

will suffice for years of close study.

HOW TO ACQUIRE A “SYMPATHETIC
We are

TOUGH.”

constantly using terms in our musical language

that perhaps convey almost no meaningjfhatever to most

The expression “ sympathetic touch ”
The thoughtless and

people.

these peculiar phrases.

see no meaning in such a phrase, because

on the

on

it

is

one of

careless

does not

The thoughtful and accurate

surface.

the other hand,

is

lie

student,

puzzled, for the very reason that

he soon becomes convinced that the phrase is a misuse
of words. When the piano teacher speaks of the “ sympathetic touch” he has reference to the sympathetic

The touch will be tender
Thus we have in
the suggestion of the means to the end

heart that the artist possesses.
if

tender emotions

this definition

^

proposed

:

thrill

by culsuch a thing as imitation of

to acquire a sympathetic touch, begin

There

tivating the heart.

touch.

the heart.

One may

is

8.

The humanities.

Generosity goes hand in hand with keen sensibility.

to the

Berlin.
With what unselfish profusion did Mozart, Beethoven
He says: “The average annual expenses of an Ameriand Liszt bestow their hard-earned money wherever they can student here, if he lives according to the standard
thought it was needed. The artist most cultivate love set by his fellows, are about $800. A very large proporNothing so surely blunts the sensi- tion of the students of both sexes spend considerably
for his fellow-man.
Students who wish to economize can
less than $800.
bilities as the practice of selfishness and thoughtless dishire rooms at from $-3 to $0 a month, and bring their
regard of others. It makes the soul dark and obtuse
board in unison with their -pocket books. Pianists have
growth
of
all
delicate
feeling.
and arrests the
more expenses than other musicians, because they genThese are some of the helpful studies which the artist erally require larger rooms for their instruments, besides
having to pay $2 to $7 & month for the hire of a piano.”
cannot afford to neglect.
Mr. Hall advises American students to have a distinct

[For The Etude.]

SUMMER MUSKS

SCHOOLS.

imitate the touch of another until he

The prophecies of the June number of The Etude
much in were fulfilled to the letter in Mr. Sherwood’s Summer
But the real artist has School in Burlington, this season, as thg time of the
a heart of his own he feels for himself, and the refine- teachers was not only taken in full, but actually crowded
ment of his playing grows out of the refinement of his from early morning until nearly midnight. My prediction
that this was the true and logical outcome of the “Normal
Cultivate the Heart.
soul.
School” was verified in a most surprising manner, and
If it be granted that the development of the expressive the satisfaction of students was unbounded.
Mr. Shertouch depends upon the cultivation of the heart, let us wood received a call, signed, by all the pupils and many
prominent citizens, to repeat the school annually in this
inquire into the best method of accomplishing this task.
lovely city of Burlington, and announced his intention
Too many students imagine that the study of mubic alone of acceptance. By the way, young friends, bear this in
will afford all the training that the musician needs. They mind, and be there next summer.
It would scarcely be
think that expression may be wrought out of the piano, an exaggeration to say that Burlington is the loveliest
place in America for such a purpose. The breezes from
think
perhaps,
they
that
the
enthusiasm
or,
and feeling
the lake and the mountains on either side render the eli
are to come from the compositions they play. Some mate the very best for summer work and study, while the
time ago we urged the importance of certain “outside” courtesy of the people, and in fact all the surroundings,
As a rule,
studies for the sake of the intellectual advantages they are as nearly perfect as one could imagine.
do not advise study of any kind in the months of July
Let us now urge some of these again for the 1
afford.
and August.
direct bearing they have upon musical education.
study
Nature
and
exception:
There is, however, one
Modern thinkers have demonstrated the fact that the reinvigorate yourself for the coming winter’s work. All
plan, mind and body
sensibilities may receive a distinct and special training. this can be done under the present
acquires, almost mechanically, something very

;

both being*strengthened in this lovely resort.

understanding with their landlords with reference to the
cost of fr|j and light, or the monthly bills will leap upward at an extraordinary pace. He says, further, that
for “if you
it is better to hire than purchase a piano
have your own you are at the mercy of the landlady.
She rightly conjectures that, rather than damage his piano
by constantly moving, the owner will submit to all sorts
of extortion and frequent increase in room rent.”
He advises Americans who contemplate studying in
Berlin to write and secure rooms in advance. The landlords look upon American students as legitimate objects
of prey.
The best and cheapest of the institutions in Berlin is
The pupils pay $40 a year each,
the Royal Academy.
but this may often be considerably diminished by the
scholarships for competent students of small means.
There is one scholarship of $300 a year, which is at
present held by an American girl, Miss Geraldine Morgan. Private lessons range from $1.25 to $4 a lesson. Mr.
Blakesly Hall thinks that, in view of the extortionate
practices of the landlords, the brusqueness, roughness
;

BY EUGENE THAYER, MUS. DOC.

effect like the true artistic touch.

I

Blakesly Hall writes an interesting article
New York Sun, concerning the cost of living in

A

large

Educators must make practical use of this theory. The
number of the writer’s pupils will continue their lessons
otions may be pure, refined and exalted, or they may by correspondence, others coming to the city for a seaWhether they are noble or son’s work, which will complete their studies, until they,
vicious, coarse and low.
perhaps, go to Germany. Mr. Sherwood’s recitals were
il depepda, in a large measure, upon the character of
crowded at all times, and it is safe to say that such protraining they receive.
grammes have never been given, except possibly by Rnafford
cannot
to
taint
hiB
soul.
Corrupt binstein. It is really a delight that a solution of this
The artist
nences he must shut out, coarse language he must not problem has been found in such a pleasant manner. The
His musical season, formerly full ten months long, has been
r, and undignified behavior he must not see.
narrowed down to a short nine months, and not only
rit must be kept pure, or his art is sure to suffer,
much time wasted, but the progress and success of stuat til# is ©nly the negative ph&se of the matter. The dents much endangered thereby. This greedy and shamerit must not only be kept pure, but it must grow: into ful rush after money and Mammon, which our nation
aack< o e b and ahee, ha well nigh
mu
snr ly pay fur
wer and Its capacities mast be enlarged. It must be
killed all proper methods of study, and we must devise
icate and susceptible to the slightest touch j it must
new means ; or, to my way of thinking, there will soon
hie of soaring aloft- k snrst fee oni' be no such thing as true art in America.
stra*-.,
We shall onl

—

and crustiness of the German professors who are neither
suave nor polished and the absence of all congenial surroundings, “ American girls, particularly those of a sensitive nature, will not find their paths strewnWith roses.”
The necessary expenses of the piano student, independent of the expense of clothing, is summed up as

—

follows

:

—

Board and room,
Tuition,

Piano

$250
60

.

.

80

rent,

30
20

Concert, operas, etc.,

Music and extras,
,

Total,

.

.

I:
•-

i

.

.

;

"

U:

A-.-

...

ihe people.” Boston, Ci
furnish a large proportion of tl
Most- of these students are
Berlin.
with the German language than with t

among

Thk object of music
merely to imply idc
and bring ideas

be!

i
.

••

V-.:

B
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PROFESSIONAL COURTESY.

Under what circumstances is

its

own

peculiar circumstances

which necessitate a special code of law% for the regulation
of professional conduct. Like all other laws, these are
supposed to be based upon principles which are universally accepted as right in themselves, although, in

cases, the principles are,

by most people,

many

lost sight of,

-

==

proper to decline an

rounded by a small

a social gathering, or when

circle of friends?

sur-

social life, may safely accept without hesitation the results spect for his pupils than he would manifest for others of
of the investigations of others. Lawyers, physicians and equal age and personal worth ?
preachers have these special rules of professional courtesy,
These questions will suggest many others, and they
But
and the knowledge of these rules is considered a neces- may all be considered from various standpoints.
sary part of their professional education.
Experience in they confront the teacher every day, and he often finds
answer.
Let
each profession has demonstrated the wisdom of certain himself in great perplexity for want of an

conduct and this wisdom has been reduced to
systematic propositions, and incorporated into the textbooks of the schools, and thereby rendered useful. The
lawyer must understand thoroughly his relation to his
client, his relation to the law, and his relation to his
professional brethren.
His responsibility is not by any
means small when he must consider his client’s dependence upon him, the demands of justice and his own
;

therefore, will

make

it

a

us here examine the

first

rule never to volunteer suggestions of

even though he

’

while the rules are scrupulously observed. In this very
fact consists the value of all formulated rules of etiquette
to do so ?
that men who have neither the time nor inclination to
8. What should be the manner of the teacher toward
analyze minutely for themselves all the little questions of the pupil? Can the teacher afford to exhibit less of re-

lines of

The wise musician,

pride.

any kind. And,
do good, and have no
motive, yet, if his wprds would implicate another
6. Is it polite to refuse to play because the piano is not other
musician, let him refrain, for two important reasons:
such as we might choose?
His advice and warning are almost sure to fail of accom7. Is a musician justifiable at all times in refusing to
certainly no good will result
play mu-iic that he does not admire? Would it be right plishing the desired end—
himself, almost invariably, in the estimafor him under any circumstances to play Wyman’s “ Sil- and he injures
whom
would
he
benefit However pure nis
tion
of
those
“
Old Black Joe,” if urged
very Waves,” or variations on

invitation to play for

Each profession has

it

question suggested above.

motives

may

may be anxious

to

be, his neighbors are likely to misunder-

stand him, and attribute his behavior to jealousy.’

he do if questioned ? He can hardly
A polite man must make some
and gentlemanly reply to any polite inquiry. Beto
answer
sides, to refuse
a question involving the character of a fellow man, is equivalent in effect to the bitterest evil speaking. If you say, “I refuse to discuss Mr.
A,” you give the impression that, while you despise him,
you have not the courage to speak your mind frankly
and candidly. This course, therefore, compels you to be
discourteous to your friend and unjust to both your fellow-teacher and yourself.
The only alternative is to give an honest, truthful,
straightforward and candid, but modest, reply.
It is a
moment of severe trial when this question is propounded
suddenly.
You cannot give a worthy answer to such an

But what

shall

afford to refuse to reply.
civil

Should one teacher ever criticise adversely the work
of another? Some teachers never hesitate to do this.
They find fault with each other’s playing, and mercilessly
When they
ridicule each other’s methods of teaching.
receive a pupil who has hitherto been taught by some
other teacher, they say, if not in words yet in actions,
and by implication “ How miserably you have been
reputation
for all these things are at stake.
The phy- taught. You must unlearn everything and begin anew, important question ’Without careful consideration. First
be sure that you are not giving expression to any selfish
sician’s responsibility is no lighter, indeed, oftentimes it or you will never know anything worth knowing.
You
is exceedingly grave.
The minister of the gospel is a have been deceived by your former teacher, and swindled feeling. Above all things, let the motive underlying the
answer be pure. It is so hard for us to get away from
teacher whose influence must produce incalculable good out of time and money.
What a fool he must have
self, so hard to free ourselves from the promptings of
or unutterable evil.
It is well, therefore, that such a been ”
interests, that we must be very slow to
legacy of wisdom has been bequeathed to these men, that
Now it mast be confessed that sometimes a teacher our own personal
they .may not be uncertain as to the best mode of pro- could utter the above sentiments, precisely, without any believe our own hearts in a matter that concerns oar
fellow-teacher.
If
we honestly believe that he receives
cedure in the ordinary affairs of professional life. Many violation of the truth but can he afford to do it? Indeed,
a dismal failure may be justly attributed to no other cause when the sentiment is untrue, there is no question as to tuition money without rendering a fair equivalent, let
ourselves
are guiltless in the same matter.
us
ask
if
we
than the foolish disregard of the laws of professional the proper course to be pursued for lying and misreprecourtesy which some men in every calling have cherished sentation are odious and detestable anywhere. If there This consideration will soften our speech, if we are
for
that teacher is to be pitied who
conscientious,
Many a strong and noble man has been severely crippled is a musician irP the world who would willingly detract really
because of his contempt for the “rules of the ring ” when from a worthy fellow-teacher by falsehood, either openly rests satisfied with the character of his own teaching,
and believes that he does his own work as well as it
trying to win the race.
expressed or delicately implied, such a musician deBut musicians have never yet formulated any such serves the unmitigated contempt of all right-thinking ought to be done. Then remember that your knowledge
rules.
They need them, undoubtedly, for many pur- people. However eminent he may be in his art, if he is of music is not infallible. Your fellow teacher maybe
poses.
There are some people who affect to believe that evil minded and false, he does not deserve the respect of doing mu§§p good than you suppose. The mission of
music may not be precisely what you conceive it to be,
the musician’s work and influence still o6^upy a compara- good people.
and while your brother seems to be a grand “humbug,’ ’
tively insignificant place in the world.
But they are misBut the question is; Should one teacher ever speak a
Charity
taken; for in this age of spiritual progress the musician's word of adverse criticism concerning a fellow-teacher, he may be doing a work as noble as your own,
Charity is after all
influence is by no means an unimportant factor in civili- even when he really believes that he could do so with makes things look very different.
The
the profonndest philosophy, the highest wisdom.
zation. A blundering musician may do incalculable harm, justice?
Is he justifiable in expressing his honest
not only to himself and his art, but also to the moral and opinion in such a case? The desire to expose charla- wisdota of charity is a wisdom never to be repented of.
when
compelled
to
answer
safe
guide
we
are
It
is
the
only
social character of an entire commutyty. His influence tanism, for the good of the community, is a worthy and
over the emotional nature of every young man and woman laudable desire. It is painful to any good man to see just such questions concerning our fellow-men. By this
of his acquaintance gives him unlimited powerforgood or his neighbors deceived and cheated and it is noble to standard the reply may perhaps be something like this
How careful, then, should be his walk How cir- cherish this solicitude for the welfare of one’s friends. You ask me what I think of Mr. A. and his method.
evil.
/
I do not claim to
tell you the truth I do not know.
cumspect his life They are the little things in every-day, In a certain sense the conscientious
man feels himself to To
be an infallible judge of men or of their methods. His
social life that bear the most abundant fruit.
be almost partveps criminis when he knows that his
unlike
mine.
Our
ideas
are
at variance, but
Yet we have no recognized laws for the regulation of neighbors are being duped, while, yet, he raises no voice method is
our conduct as musicians. Indeed, it would be very of warning. His fellow-teacher is robbing his neighbors, I do not feel justifiable in making any claims of superiWe are both human, and we may both
ority for mine.
difficult to deduce any Bystem of rules from either the in their ignorance of art, when perhaps a quiet word
of
conduct or the conversation of musicians. In musical warning might do good. But, on the other hand, the be entirely wrong.”
In all modesty and humility this opinion may be exmatters every man appears to be a “ law unto himself.” conscientious and thoughtful teacher must seriously
Would it not be better to settle some questions by common weigh his motives before he can afford to risk the ex- pressed, and that teacher must be very dogmatic who can
consent and abide the decision. Let teachers and artists pression of his opinion. Generally, it is the part of express himself in stronger terms.
Let us hear from other teachers on this subject.
express themselves concerning some of these questions wisdom to refrain from offering gratuitous advice, even
and pregeut arguments, pro and con, until they are set- to one’s dearest friends. HalYthe time, when people
tled by the’ weight of authority one way or another. auk for advice, they do not really feel the need of it.
Different roads lead to Parnassus but on first startAlmost every piusician will be able to suggest questions They perhaps think they do, until they obtain it and find
ing on their journey, they have, each and all, for some
that have perplexed him, and the mention of it will pro
out how worthless it is; sometimes they are disgusted time to walk the same road, till they come to a place
Those
voke discussion that may prove helpful to many. The because the advice is contrary to their own fixed where many different roads branch off.
great masters who have traveled the same road with sucfollowing questions are here submitted for discussion
determination.
Sometimes, indeed, .Their asking is
Sir Joshua
cess are the most likely to conduct others.
1. Shq||id a teacher ever, under any circumstances,
prompted by conscious or unconscious curiosity. Thus, Reynolds.
criticise adversely the work of another.
If so, under even when asked for a candid opinion in any matter
However so-called sober-minded musicians may diswhat circumstances?
affecting a fellow-teacher, it would be the part of com- parage consummate brilliancy, it is hone the less true
2. May one artist find fault with the playing of another ? mon prudence to speak with great caution.
But no that every genuine artist has an instinctive desire for
kasZ'Liszt;
If so, under what circumstances?
teacher, of good common sense, is likely to volunteer his it.
3. May a musician express'his displeasure at the play words of warning.
People do not like un-olicited advice
The pianoforte is at once the race course of our imagiing of others not his own pupils? If so, under what on any subject but it is positively insulting to offer them nation, and the confidaut of our solitary and deepest
thoughts; the solo quartet, on the other hand, it a
circumstances?
suggestions concerning musical matters.
If there is
refined intellectual conversation iu.a congenial, select
4 Should a musician ask any person to play when he anything in this world that everybody knows all about, circle.
dolph Bernhard Marx. S
knows that the performance will not contribute to his that thing is music. Some people can endure any other
The musician who refuses to make certain concessions
musical pleasure? If he does so, is it his privilege to taunt under the sun but they will not submit to the to the public, gives proofs of courage, but nut necessarily
make uncomplimentary comments relative thereto?
erdinand Hiller.
least suggestion that is humiliating to their musical of wisdom.
:

;

!

;

;

;

‘
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•
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;
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;
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;

;

—

.

.
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SOME THOUGHTS FOE

MTJSIO TEACHERS.

BY' E. E. AYRES.

Is not the distinction, then,

between criticism and mere
There is all the difference that there
between the growth in mental power and intellectual
decay between health and disease, beauty and deformity, generosity and meanness, good and evil—-yea, all
encour- the difference that exists between selfishness and un-

selfishness,

is

daily sacrificed

;

Ik the August Etude the writer endeavored

among

age,

to

his fellow teachers, the practice of careful

But now the question may be asked

selfishness.

— What

-is
The critic is a fair and impartial judge. It is his
murmur, duty to find merits as well as demerits. Many pupils
and to complain, then, there are already critics enough need constant encouragement. The worthy teacher is
in the worldonly too happy to give him the glad words of praise
It may seem a little inconsistent for the writer, in this whenever they are merited, because by so doing he may
article, to warn his musical brethren against the cultiva- increase his ambition and arouse his enthusiasm, and
tion of the “ fault-finding spirit.”
But it is only a seem- excite him to nobler efforts. The teacher who never
ing inconsistency. While it is true that the teacher encourages his pupils is derelict and selfish. Young
must strive to discover the deficiencies of his pupil, yet people need to be stimulated by words of cheer and
it is none the less true that no trait of character is more
kindness.
Many a pupil who is succeeding nobly is
disagreeable, nor more disastrous to his success thaiisthe working under such adverse circumstances perhaps he
fault- finding spirit.
The true critic is a blessing to his is very poor, or he is sorely afflicted, he is in the midst
pupils the fault-finding teacher a great injury.
But in of sorrow that the teacher never suspects, and, indeed,
what does the difference consist?
he is so tried in every way that a single discouraging word
The obj-ct and end of all true criticism is to do good. or look from the teacher will sometimes change the whole

criticism.

means to

If to criticise

criticism ?

is

-

faithful teacher

does endeavor to discover his pupils’

knows about

is,

how much he

not to show

own

feelings in a

fit

of ill-humor,

but solely to help the struggling pupil onward and upward.

His desire

is

pure, and the intelligent pupil

is

it.

;

;

He is

never satisfied with anything.

to have a high artistic standard, perhaps,

pupil

who

humble

falls

spirit

short of

it.

He

He claims

and woe

to the

finds fault, not in the

of the genuine teach e^, whose object

is

to

bless, but the object of the fault-finder is, perhaps, that

he may glorify himselfreasons at

all) in this

way

He
:

reasons about

he ever
“ Nothing must please me.
(if

mast not permit the world to think that I am so easily
any musical performance. The world must
admire me for my exalted standard, and I mean to make
myself an idol for the world’s admiration. The world
shall know that I can find fault with performances that
others consider good.” Or perhaps he takes pleasure in
How it is possible to find any
humiliating others.
pleasure in positively crushing other people, we cannot
my. But there are many men and women in the world
who seem to find their highest enjoyment in just such a
If one expresses an opinion concerning music,
practice.
the haughty “ professor ” must reduce him at once.
Nor is any opinion, nor any musical performance worthy,
in the fault-finder's eye. There is no spiritual condition
I

satisfied with

The Pharisee of the New Testament was represented
man who was pretty well satisfied with himself. He

was as good as even the Divine Master could
wish, and incomparably better than his neighbor. It has
been remarked that the
Pharisees are not all dead yet.
Are there any in the musical profession ?

thought

course of his

He may

life.

possess talent, but

ft is

word
•

—

all

‘ 5

Yes,

my

many communities there are men who have
made themselves believe that they are a little betmost musicians. Indeed, in some villages there
those who have long been held remarkable for their

In very
ter than

are

now

musical

gifts, for

tric in their
is

no

behavior.

in the

world than the

and so eccenThese men always speak of the

musical pretensions of others with a sneer

light one.

;

they find

always expressing their thankfulness that they are not
First of all, be sure that your motives are
“ as other men.”
and pure. You have no right to place anything
They are narrow and pedantic 5 they have the “ only
above the desire to do your pupil good. His highest
method
in the world worth mentioning.” Each despises
duty
to promote.
The faithful teacher
interest it is your
shall not lose his reward, for his influence shall be felt the teaching methods of other men, be they great or
When
small.
a great Pharisee becomes disturbed by the
when his heart no longer beats, and his counsels shall
advent of a fellow-teacher who is likely to win some of
not be forgotten.
Purely intellectual compositions, however interesting his laurels, he begins at once to call attention to the dethey may be, are not, properly, music. If Bach was, as ficiencies in his fellow, while he magnifies, yea, glorifies,
some imagine him to be, a purely intellectual writer, he his own good points. He confesses that his fellow“ has a good technique, but is wanting in intellicould not properly be called a musician. But Bach is teacher
or he is “ a good pianist, but a very poor
full of deep emotional meaning, and the successful stu- gence
teaclmr
or that “he is a good classical musician, but
dent must find it and feel its thrill.
Some teachers may not agree with the writer, but it is out orkll sympathy with modern education, does not bein
progress, is stilted and behind the times.” It is
his firm belief that nothing in the line of musical study lieve
will do more to cultivate true and healthy musical feel- very painful to the good and pious Pharisee to be coming than the careful study of the “ Well-tempered Clavi- pelled to make these statements concerning his fellowchord.”- If you fail to see beauty there sufficient to men. He does it out of the goodness of his heart he
touch your emotional nature, bring more enthusiasm, does it because he is questioned, and he jnaat not deceive
and do more preparatory work, but, aboveu&l! things, his pupils and friends. He speaks candidly of his fellowshortcomings (and they are so many) because
listen with the sincere desire to comprehend the master’s teachers’
of his unselfish interest in musical education. His watchlanguage.
There are many piano teachers to whom music is only word is “art, pare art, the art that refines and exalts the
interesting as the means of a livelihood.
They count heart.” Art is the sole support of his spirit. In the
their musical gifts as being worth just so many dollars midst of discouragement and sorrow he finds solace in
and cents to them. Joy in music means to them the his art. It is his religion in art he learns the way of
The writer once heard a respectable life. Thus he is comforted when he finds it necessary
delight in dollars.
gentleman declare that his greatest effort in teaching was to injure his fellow-man- It breaks his heart when he
thinks of the human lives he has blighted, bat what is
to produce a good tone-—adding that the sweetest tone
few men and women in comparison
his ears had ever heard was the “clink of the silver dol- the sacrifice of a
“Oh art,” he cries, “ how faithfully I have
“
”
that he was trying to “ pro- with art.
clink
It was this
lar.”
science.

right

;

;

performed

Why any man

my own

duce.” This gentleman deserves credit for his candor
and absence of affectation, but his case is not an envihard to see. The fault-finding spirit is able one, for his soul enters not into the kingdom where
the direct outgrowth of selfishness. It will thrive in any “ music sits enthroned.” How many, oh how many, are
It grows like a rank weed, entirely shut out from tfiat beautiful realm
selfish and uncultured heart.
and crowds out everything good and beautiful. In the
There are very many, on the other hand, perhaps the
should pride himself on having reached

wicked and vicious heart it thrives better than in the
good in the untutored mind better than in the cultivated
brain ; in the coarse and vulgar nature better than in the
refined and polished soul. After adittle indulgence the
fault-finder is easily annoyed by almost everything he
He has worked himself into a state of nervoushears.
ness, in which it is almost impossible for him to endure

vast majority of

pleasure in anisic
derive.
ure, but

This
it

is

is,

professional
is

musicians,

whose

what some writers term sensuous

sake

’ ’
!

This

is

There are some
They have no sins of their
compels them to confess the
They have a noble mission to perform,

not an exaggerated picture.

such pure souls in America.

only

own

to confess, but duty

faults of others.

pleas-

It is I

!

everything that this poor world calls honor, for thy dear

the meagre intellectual pleasure they

properly, intellectual pleasure.

my duty to thee How willingly I sacrifice
my love of humanity, my delight in
my sense of professional courtesy, indeed,

feelings,

friendship,

state it is

!

;

no other reason

fact that they are so intolerant of criticism

moment.

brother, the teacher’s load

’ ’

really

because of the want of the cheering

at just the right

lie

easier to attain than the state of the chronic grumbler.

such a

to hear.

nothing good outside of themselves. They hold it beThe burden is enough to make him walk very cautiously
neath their dignity to play on ordinary occasions, and are
appre- and prudently, unless he is entirely destitute of con-

;

finding.

how

almost sure

Very rarely does a pupil ever fail to
ciate the unselfishness of the good teacher who is trying
to lead him in the right way.
Sound, sensible criticism
jhe needs, and he considers you his benefactor when you
He ne^ds advice^and you give it he
(supply his need.
needs warning and you are not unfaithful he needs
encouragement, and you inspire him with enthusiasm.
Be not weary if year heart is in the work if your
motives are pure, your labors shall not be in vain.
But what shall we say of the poor, miserable man
who bm cultivated the detestable spirit of mere faultto realize

learns

as a

buried in the earth with his hopes and hi# aspirations

nor to make the pupil unhappy, nor to and happiness

it,

give expression to his

man who

THE MUSICAL PHARISEE.

—

mistakes, but his desire

the

—

find fault, to

—

The

—

Bach and Beethoven knelt there, the altar where
and greed, and envy, and worldiiness were
there they received the “ unction from
on high,” the divine inspiration. “ To get nearer to
the Godhead than other men, and thence diffuse his
rays among men ” was Beethoven’s ideal joy.
Let us
seek our musical joys in the same great cathedral. Blessed
wfiferp

fault-finding clear ?

|

and they do

it

without shrinking.

They are not

as the

many cases, poor publican who smote upon his breast and did not so
and amounts to nothing more than the perception of much as lift his eyes to heaven, but cried, ‘jH&ve mercy
rhythm and melody or it may extend- to the perception upon me, a sinner.” They never sin. Bach, Beethoven
anything except himself. This is a w^U -attested, physio- of intervals, harmonic progressions, tone color, and and Chopin are sacred, it is true, but these Pharisees are
If the law
logical fact. The habit of fanlt-finding and selfish grumb- many other things, but these things are only the servants specially appointed to handle sacred things.
Will yott stand outside of the temple and of Beethoven is a little severe, they alone are the priests
ling completely destroys all power of endurance, because of music.
And where the old law is not sufit subverts the will and leaves the patient a helpless gaze in mute wonder at the servants and doorkeepers, who shall change it.
ipbecile. Exercise in genuine criticism, on the con- never desiring to enter into the temple itself where ficient, they alone may frame new statutes. The world
Harmony is cannot exist without them ; they are the conservators of
trary, strengthens the will (because it is an exercise of alone the divine blessing may be sought?
the will), and contributes to the happiness of both the an aid to the listener, because it is a servant of art. Let art. Therefore, let us sing their praise and perpetuate
there alone is the shrine their glory.
it lead yon within the temple
criticiser and the criticised.
very low order of intellectual pleasure in

;

;

'
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Can a

1.

pupil learn

harmony by

self-instruc-

2. Can you give me the address of some good harmonist, or teacher, who gives lessons by mail?
3. Do you think a person can learn harmony by taking leteons by mail ?
T. H. M.

—

is

is

:n

four

semitones or half-steps from the tonic, and in the latter

tion ?

Ans.

difference between these triads

the position of the third, which in the former

L

Ques.

The only

triad?.

Questions nn3 &nswer s.

1.

Some

persons have learned harmony and

counterpoint without the personal aid of teachers.
fact there are persons

who can

In

learn almost any science

or language with only such help as they can get from

The science of harmony is not half so difficult
master as many other sciences are. There are now so
many good text-books on the subject of harmony that
the task has become much easier than it was twenty
books.

This constituting the

only three.

is

(smaller).

of a scale

called major (larger),

Now
is

G

sole* difference (as far

as the relation of the intervals to the tonic

the one

piaaga,” Handel ; Nocturne-, Op.- fi5, No. 1, Chopin ;
“ Night Shades are Falling.” Mililotti ; Concerto in
minor, Mendelssohn; (Orchestral Accompaniment on
Second Piano.) “ Come Unto Him,” (Messiah), Handel.

is

Pupils of Notre

concerned),

that founded ou the tonic.

triad, therefore, is

is

,

Baltimore, Md.

Twitter, Merry Birdlings.” W. Sturm ; Grand Marche,
(et Trio par F. Schubert Op. 40) ; Vocal Duet, The Fan,
H. Leslie; Duet. La Festa ASla Marina, Visconti ; Das
Beg^gnen am Brunnen, Richard Genbe Trio, “ Little

If the tonic

a minor triad, the scale

Dame of Maryland

Chorus, “ Hear Our Prayer,” Abbott ; Chorus, “ Why
not be Bright hud Gay?” Vocal Trio, “Twitter,

and the other minor

the principal and most important triad
also called

a minor scale.

;

Leybach does not rank, by any means, with the best Romp Quickstep,” Dressier; Chorus, “Cheerfulness,”
Humbert.
modern writers some of his music, however, is very
popular. The piece you mention is one of his best. He
3.

of

;

PUBLISHER’S NOTES.

Wyman and Willie
perhaps even better than Sidney Smith.
The impression among the readers of The Etdde is
There is a French publication by J. L. Battmann that we keep only our own publications, and perhaps, a
years ago. If it is possible, however, to secure a teacher, which may be what you desire it is, however, for cabi- little sheet music for the accommodation of our special
patrons.
The facts are these we possess next to the
do so for a good teacher can make your study more net organ. From your question we cannot tell whether
iar^est stock in Philadelphia, and it includes everything
satisfactory to you, and save you much time and labor. you wish it for pedals or without.
The large store is lined with
in musical merchandise.
shelving filled with music.
The cellar is filled with
2. By reference to the advertising columns of The
music, the who'e length, besides two upper rooms of the
Etude, you will find the cards of several excellent
CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
building are used for our growing business.
There are
teachers, who can give you the instruction you desire.
ten clerks in the building, busy from morning till night,
3. It is better than studying alone.
Some teachers
Pupils of Julia L. Chamberlin, Salem Oregon.
filling orders and attending to correspondence.
Our
are being very successful in their teaching by mail.
Overture, Jubel. Weber; Allegro, Emery; “Little own publications are not a tenth part of our business.
Ques. Will you or Mr. Mathews give me advice in Gypsy Girl,” Randall G Flat Mazurka, Muller “ When We supply some of the largest schools and conservatoires
to

is

a grade or two higher than A. P.

Pape

;

4.

;

:

;

,

We are prepared to furnish
in the country with music.
our readers with anything in the music line, at a price
that will be found satisfactory. We have greatly widened
our Vusiness this Summer, and hope to add many new
In most cases
patrons from the readers of The Etude.
the orders are filled one day quicker than from New
York. Before making arrangements for your music for
the year send to us for terms and circulars.

;

;

regard to teaching a pupil who is very diligent, but who the Dewdrops Kiss the Daisies,” Blake
Sonata No 3,
practices entirely from the arm ? She is far enough ad- Andantino and A llegro, Mozart
“Old Folks at Home,”
vanced to study Czerny Op. 299. What can I do that Arr. forLadies’ Quartette; “ Tripping Thro’ the Daisies,”
will break the habit in the shortest time?
Telling has Sudds
Answers. Blumenthal Grand Walse in A Flat,
no effect.
L. B.
Chopin; “The Heart Bowed Down,” Balfe Invitation
Ans. Five-finger exercises may be useful in such a ala Danse, (Duo), Weber; Di Quai Soavi, Donizetti;
Coronation March, “ Flower Queen.”
Let the pupil practice them daily and diligently.
case.
Waco Female College.
At the same time, if she is sufficiently advanced to mas;

;

;

;

;

—

ter

them,

let

her study several of the Mozart Sonatas.

They may not be very

interesting, but they are too

Chorus,

much Vocal

They develop the old-fashioned finger movement which your pupil seems to need.
Your piipil has two characteristics that are not by any
neglected in piano practice.

This

“Raise Me Jesus,” Huntley; Duett, “Trust

:

masters cannot be played by the'old classical methods.
Nevertheless, flexibility of fingers
ever in

all

good playing.

is &g.

nshch needed as

Mr. Sherwood oqce advised a
it with the elbow

student to holcf up a book by pressing
against his side while playing.

This will keep the arm

the time to introduce

new

things in teaching:

Last year 2000 of- these books were used.
pupils.
cost but a trifle to the pupil, only ten cents each.
a dozen for your class this fall.

God,”

in

Chorus, “La Canta,” Rossi i
(4 pianos), Melnotte
Trio, “II Nozze di Figaro.” (4 pianos and orchestra),
Trio,
Czerny; Vocal Duett, “The Fan,” Leslizy
“Guillaume Tell,” (4 pianos and orchestra), Beyer;
Vocal Solo, “Staccato Polka,” R. Mulder; Solo,
“Sonata Pathetique,” (4 pianos), Beethoven; Vocal
Solo,
Schuetz; Vocal Solo,
the Heights,”
“ Fleurdes Alpes,” J. B. Wekt-rlein
“Grand Fantasia,” (4 pianos, orchestra and voices), Kunke
Trio,
“Round,” Hiller; Solo, “ Cracovienne,” (4 pianos),
W. V. Wallace; Vocal Trio, “ Tornera,” E. P. Tatnburello; Duett, “ Polacca Brilliante,” (4 pianos), C.
von Weber; Vocal Duett, “ Brindisi,” E. Muzio.
i

;

They
Try

The Teachers’ Class Book is something that every
It brings system
teacher will find practical and useful.
into the teacher’s work, and contains everything for
keeping accounts of pupils, also bills and receipts. One
book will last a season, and can be carried in the pocket.

;

means uncommon 1st. She plays from the arm; 2d.
She does not faefed her teacher’s advice. The use of the
arm in playing is notrin these days so much of a sin as it
was a few years ago. Some teachers begin by training
the arm first; indeed, much of the music of the modern

is

“I Waited on the Lord,” Mendelssohn; among them may be mentioned our Pupils’ Lesson Book,
“ Ave Maria,” Schubert; Vocal Duett, which has been#found to produce good results wiih

Solo,

“On

;

There is a great unoccupied field in every community
The work would repay
for agent sgfor The Etude.
any one hafrasomely, and would be a credit to the person
soliciting.
The other day we received twenty-six subscribers from Mrs. Hay. of Wichita. Kansas, who, after a
successful trial, asks that her territory be extended
San Diego (Cal.) College of Music, Messrs. Fisher and beyond Wichita. To all agents who will send in, at
Chase Directors.
least, twenty five subscribers, we allow a discount hf
“ Bright Star of Love,” Robaudi a, “ Spinnie* Lied,” off. or fifty cents for each subscriber. Any earnest soli fit or can procure from ten to twenty subscribers a day.
Liszt; b, Nocturne, Chopin; “Bel Raggio,” /{SemiraThe Etude is as much a family musical magazine as it
mide)i Rossini ; “Autumn Song,” Mendelssolra RhapTo any
is a professional journal for music teachers
sodie Hdngroise No 2, Liszt; “Erl King,” Schubert;
person who would like to engage in this work we will
“ Ave Maria,” Bach- Gounod.
send a number of sample copies free.
Tri- State Normal College, Angola, Indiana, L. M.
We have established a Western Agency at Chicago.
Mr. Clayton F. Summy, 42 Madison St., has undertaken
Sniff’, President.
to represent us and supply, at regular rates, all our
Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3, Beethoven; a, “Thine Eyes publications. A complete line will be kept on band.
so Blue and Tender”, LasseA; b, La Capriceioso. G. Our Western patrons may find this arrangement a conRizzo; Fantaisie Brilliante, (FaiiktL Gounod Triumph venience.
of Love, (Violin Obligato), Opertip^Sonata, Op. 2,
Wanted. The January, March, October, November,
No. 1, Beethoven; Invitation to WaltzjxYon Weber;
December numbers of The Etude of 1884, also
“A Heart that Loves Thee,” Gounod ;NQanse des and
November and December 1883. Liberal price will be
Sorcieres, Op. 331, de Kontski.
given by addressing Sisters of St. Mary, St. Joseph’s
Wesleyan Female College Macon, Ga.
Academy, Lockport, N. Y.
;

,

steady, and perhaps quiet, and might be used with advantage while playing five-finger exercises.

But do not become impatient; you rpay
sary to say the

make

it

neces-

same thing over many many times before
,

the pupil will be benefited.
to

find

It

is

not easy for a teacher

a pupil understand exactly what

cially is this true

is

meant; espe-

with reference to the position of the

hands and the special use of any particular muscles of
the hands or arms.
Some never learn the difference
between a movement of a finger and that of the entire
arm. It seems strange to the teacher who has long ago
penetrated the mystery, but nevertheless

it

never seems

to be easy for the beginner.

—

Ques. Will you answer the following questions
through The Etude, or through letter? They are
1. What is the best Musical Dictionary?
2. Why is the third so prominent as to give the name
of major or minor to the scale and chord?
3. Is Leybach a standard author; his “Mystic Valse
Brilliante,” for instance?
4. 1 want a small collection of voluntaries, preludes
and interludes, for church use. Can I get all this in one

;

;

;

—

,

:

Piano Sextette, “ Symphony in D Major.” Mozart
I will Extol Thee, 0 Lord,” Costa; Piano Solo,
“ Moise Op. 33,” Thalberg Vocal Solo, “ Ave Maria,”
Schubert; Piano Solo, “ ReVeil du Lion,” A. de
Kontski; Vocal Solo, “Reverie,” Schira; Piano Solo,
“ Rhapsodie E-pagnole,” Liszt; Vocal Duett, Brahm’s
Hungarian Dances; Piano Solo, “ DinOrah,” R. Hoff
man;
Piano Trio, “Airs from Donizetti’s Operas,”
book?
W. E. C.
Czerny; Vocal Solo, “Russian Nightingale,” Alabieff;
Ans. 1. “ Groves’ Dictionary is incomparably themost Piano Solo. “ Rigoletto,” Liszt; Aria, From “La
valuable work on music in the English language.
It is Favorita,” Donizetti
Piano Solo, “ Les Patineurs,
properly an encyclopaedia, the musician’s thesaurus. It Sbherzo,” Liszt; Vocal Sextette, Song from Mirza,
Scbaffy. Reinecke
Piano Solo, “ Second Rhapsodie,”
It is published in four large octavo
is a library in itself.
Liszt; Piano and Violin, “Duo Concertante,” Herz
volumes, and would cost, retail, Bix dollars a volume. and Lafont.
If you desire a smaller work, one that gives briefly and
Lake Erie Seminary Pupils' Recital.
all
musical
in
the
terms
use,
concisely the meaning of
Valse Impromptu, Op. 80. X. Scharwenka
“There
“Niek’s Dictionary of Musical Terms” will please you. is a Green Hill Far Away,” Ch. Gounod
Sonata. Op.
“ Bird of tne
Price. $1.00.
10, No. 8, “ Largo e mesto,” Beethoven
Op. 24. No. 4, Novel2. Formerly there were only two kinds of triads. Aug- Springtime,” A. Randegger
lette,
R. Schumann;
“Slumber Song,” Stainer;
mented and diminished intervals were never used, except
Impromptu, Op. 90. No. 4. Fr. Schubert; “The
such as might occur in “passing' tones.” Therefore the River Sings ” (Saint Ursula), Cowen
Sonata, Op. 2,
“ Lascia ch’io
only triads known were what we term major and minor No. 8, Adagio, Scherzo, Beethoven
Aria, “

About thirty compositions by Michael Haydn, of
which nothing has hitherto been knowu, were recently
discovered aVBalzburg. He was a brother of Joseph

;

Haydn.
Eight concerts, presided over by Ambroise Thomas
and Leo Delibes, are tobeciven at the Trocadero, Paris,
next season, in which tivemjrchestras will participate ;
those of the Grand Opera, the Upera Comique, Concert
Society, Lamoureux and Colonne. Exclusively French

—

;

compositions will be performed.

Henselt, the composer and pianist, has been decorated
with the first-class Order of Anne by the Czar.

;

It is onjy-srhen our feelings, our mind, and ourt&s$e
derive full satisfaction from music that our pleasure in
Those who delight in the mere conart really begins.
cord of sounds are incapable of deeper appreciation.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ferdinand Hiller.
Music is, so to speak, a disciplinarian as well as a mismaking people kinder, gentler, more staid and
reasonable. Bad fiddlers and violinists show ns what ft
for white shows plainer in confine art mnsic really is
trast to black.-— Martin Luti

tress,

i

1

;

PRACTICAL LETTERS TO TEACHERS.
W.

8. B.

be playelevenly in the total time at its disposal, possibly to a rule is to say, that slurs exactly corresponding to
with & slight retard at the close, exactly like the runs in rhythmical divisions, and ending npon the weak part of
the beat, are almost always merely conventional, and not
Chopin’s works written in small notes.

MATHEWS.

-

„

Quks.-*1. Is the mnsical standard outlined in the pr ospectus of the American College of Musicians intended to
remain permanently the same, or is it subject to change
at any election of new officers ?
2. I am well satisfied with it as it now is, but simply
wish to know if one having a part of the work up now
is safe to purchase all the literature mentioned' therein,
and spend a year or two in getting up the remainder?
Of course, would naturally infer that it is a fixed standard for all time to come, but wish to be more certain.
3 Are the nineteen slighter compositions of J. S.
Bach, edited by Franz Kullak the same as those called
Bach select pieces (edited by Kullak) in Prospectus,
page 11? If so, please tell me a correct publication of
the same with foreign finger marks, but preface and remarks written in the English language. 1 have the Steingraber edition with German preface, but am not a very

6. A very good metronome movement for Gottschalk’s
“Last Hope,” would be about 72
or 72 for quarter-

notes.

—

—

—

—

loss to

=

it is

from each composer upon the list.
If it should be changed after you have learned some one
piece now upon the list, all you have to do is to learn the
new one, or offer the old one as an equivalent. This is
done continually. What the examiners are after. is to be
sure that you are equal to the interpretation of the grade
of pieces indicated by the present list. Whether you
can or cannot play these particular pieces is comparatively unimportant
all that is essential is that you
should be capable of playing them, or that you should
at least

in

This

particular set of pieces.

“literature” required,

The books one buys

is

list

of

yearly expenses, nevertheless the books one reads *nd
digests are precisely the things which distinguish one

sells to teachers at

What

low

rates.

-

-S,

probably meant by the* ‘edited by Tausig”
in the second instance is “Arranged by Tausig,” refer
ring to some well-known piece, which the publisher can
4.

is

this will give the tests.
will

not

it is not
expected that examinations will be hel&until after there
have been local sections of the college organized.Jo take

charge of them.
It is possible that you might be
authorized by the President and Secretary to take the
examination some time when Dr. Maas and Sherwood
.

are out your

way on a concert

They are

tour.

frequently

The theoretical papers could be prepared
under competent supervision and sent to the President.
All this, however, is in the future.
As yet there is no
way in which this can be done legally, so far as I know.
Ques. Canyon tell me how one who has played and
sung well, and taught successfully for several years, can
acquire the faculty of playing by ear, especially for
hymns ?— M. W.
Ans. This question illustrates the defective condition

oat that way.

—

—

of

much of our musical

to

as decidedly as any

cultivation

that I have ever received.

T

would advise you

Mr. F. L. Robertshaw, Austin, Cook Co.,

memorandum

to write

Ills.,

and

the slurs are put on to indicate the place where he can

were practicable to
put yourself into a tonic- sol-fa class dt would be well.
Or possibly Mr. The. F. Seward, of East Orange, N. J.,
can tell you of some good tonic-sol-fa teacher in your
vicinity.
The tonic-sol-fa system is the only one making
ear training a specialty. In the examinations for the
higher certificates, thd candidate has to write out a
church tune of four lines, after hearing it sung to the
syllable “la” twice through by four singers, or played
upon a harmonium, said tune to contain modulations to
Do you think you could do it ? I doubt
four removes.
whether I could. Yet ordinary sol-fa teachers do it, of

when the

plates are

>

This he

;

ask him to send you a

from those who are “teetotallers ” in this respect. The and then, I think, only for the sake of bringing out a
In the
total amount of music required by the college test costs stronger emphasis upon the part following after.
less than ten dollars.
|fourth study, last line, there' are two similar cases of
8. I am afraid yon are rather a careless reader of The slurs over four sixteenth notes which ought to have exEtude. Mr. Presserhashad upon the market an edition" pended to the following note. As in playing this would
of Kullak' s “ Lighter Works of Bach,” with all notes, not make very much difference, owing to the rapidity of
preface, etc., in English, for more, than a year.

Providence, R.I., for a prospectus

tones of the melody to the utmost extent possible, and

i

foreign to true scholarship.

are a mere bagatelle in the

pieces, the violinist is intended to connect the

quartettes and

made, that very plain points have been overlooked. For
instance, in my studies in phrasing, I went through all
the phrasing several times, and supposed that I had it
marked as I intended it to be played. What was my surprise to find that in several places I had failed to remove
the merely conventional phrase marks of the engraver of
the Peters edition, from which I tore the leaf upon which
I added my own marks.
For example, in the first study, from the Haydn sonata, at the end of the second line, there is one of these conventional marks of four notes, which are not intended to
be cut off from the following note. In the third study,
in the l&st line and the one preceding, there are several
phrase marks corresponding to the rhythmic divisions,
which ought to have been carried over to the following
note.
It is very seldom that a phrase ends upon the
weak part of the beat or the weak part of the measure,

no others, and in no principles of
is the great danger of naming any
The candidate should have
played at least ten or fifteen pieces of each of the important composers, besides those upon th^. list. To ascertain how much of this there may have been is the object
of the preliminary question, “ Give a list of the pieces of
the principal composers that you have studied, and with
which you suppose yourself tolerably familiar.”
2. The somewhat picayunish view of the amount of

and

interpretation.

chamber

in the notes, the editor often finds,

in the pro-

duction of candidates trained parrot- wise, in these particular pieces

in the slow

bow with the least harm. The
element of judgment is quite important in piano music.
Even in works supposed to have been phrased correctly

play in place of them other pieces containing at least as
great difficulties.
Were the present list to stand un-

would result

common

reverse the motion of the

;

it

who thought

on the other hand, such a passage should

movements of modern

street,

of the College of Musicians

The new provision for local examinations
When
go into effect until some time next year, because

be grouped with slurs crossing the rhythmic division, as
from the second note of a group to the first of the next
it would be presumptive evidence that the person
putting the slurs in that position intended to have the run
phrased accordingly. There are many passages on the
organ and some in piano music, slurred like violin music
in legato movement.
In the violin part, one often finds
slurs which indicate the proper bowing, but which are
not intended to signify a separation between the notes
played with the down bow and the up bow directly following.
In those long legato, passages which are quite

such pieces. All that is asked of you^as a candidate is
to be able to play properly the pieces named, to the

a series of years,

If,

80 Williams
2.

group,

The musical standard of the American College

for

notes are con-

generally the caprice of the engraver,

mentation.

Musicians will undoubtedly be changed, from time to
the selection of such and

changed

When two

that the notes looked rather lonesome without this orna-

time, but only as regards

„

meant.

a running passage, whether scale or arpeggio, is grouped
off with slurs corresponding to the rhythmical division,

\

number of one

is

nection having been intended by the composer.

suggest a metronomic movement for the proper speed of
Gottschalk’s Last Hope, op. 18.
Hoping we have not burdened you with our questions,
we remain,
Yours very respectfully,
Y. X. and Q. Z.
1.

know what

nected, the player can generally depend upon the con-

:

—

beyond playing the passage

A

scholar.
4. Has J. S. Bach only one Prelude, Fugue and Allegro, idited by Tausig? if more than one, which is meant
in the Prospectus, page 11?
6. Should not the first group of the run in the fourth
measure of the first Grave of Beethoven's Sonata Pathetique (No. 10 of Billow’s Concert programmes, Aibl,
Munich Edition), read, (^V
t!t d T^ir) r ~ iV instead
of (-^ -fsV)
i, to correspond with the note 2 at
the bottom of the same page? If not, please count and
explain.
6. Now one question outside the A. C. M.
Please

Ans.

to be regarded in the phrasing

legato.
Slurs running across to a strong part of a beat
are almost invariably intended, and the passage must be

Ques. Is it an invariable rule for proper phrasing phrased off accordingly.
If any of the other writers
that the hand should be raised before and after every happen to be able
to give a better rule, I would be glad
slur? For instance, in S. B. Mills’ “Recollections of
to-have them do it.
Home,” the arpeggios are mostly slurred in groups of
Ques. 1. Will you kindly inform me about the examifour notes.
Should they be phrased that, way? Or
nation for the American College of Musicians? What
should they be smoothly connected?”
Subscriber.
are the requirements to pass for the Associateship, and
Ans. There is no invariable rule in music, and I am also for taking the higher degrees ?
2. Wifi there be an examination held in Minneapolis
not quite sure that there is anywhere in the world.
at the time of the State Convention, this autumn,
Throughout your interpretations of music pieces you will
according to the new provision, or where can it be held ?
be called upon to discriminate between marks intended to I was unable to take the
examination in Chicago, but
mean something and precisely similar marks put on by would like to try it before another year passes,
I hope you will answer these questions, as I did not
the caprice of the author, or the engraver, or some ediknow whom to address. Yours respectfully, M. W. C.
tor. In slurs this is the ease to a degree really bewilderAss. 1. You had better send to Robert Bonner, Esq.,
ing to a young player, and older players are often at a

good German

+

=J,

|

the passage I have neglected to correct them.

In the

seventh study, on page 17, in the fifth period; there are
a number of cases where the rhythmic sluts still remain-

exercises of the tonic-sol-fa.

If

of the ear-training

it

the same grade as the teachers of ordinary singing classes
in country places.

But we piano teachers can rarely do

anything half as hard. This part of musical education
ought properly to precede the regular studies in playing,
for

it is

as plainly in the order of nature for thinking music

to precede

writing.

producing

it,

as

it

speech to precede

is for

What would be thought

learn to read before he

of making a child

had learned

to talk ?

Yet

this

precisely what most of the elementary instruction
books upon the piano expect him to do in music. The
early impressions in music ought to come into the mind
through the vehicle of song. They reach the interior
perceptions better, and the voice is intuitively obedient
to the will in a way that the fingers are not, in consequence
of which it happens that a child realizes melodies in a
more musical way when he tries to sing them than merely
when he tries to play them. When this part of the education has been neglected, and when the whole habit of
fife has. been further and further away from it, as is the
is

Example, line 3, case with the average of musical amateurs, the best way
measure follpw- is to begin again with singing. One has to learn to think
tonal combinations and to sing them then to identify
remainder of the phrase would produce a choppy effect, them when one hears them sung then to write them.
the music store here.
In the edition on my piano, wholly objectionable. In the coda, last line but one, A little practice will enable any person to reproduce
Peters, the run in question consists of one 82d note, six there are two examples of the same kind. I changed a psalm tunes by ear, provided he has an ordinarily good
64th notes, making one 8th, four 64th s, making one 16th, great many of these, hut the engraver put them in ac- musical ear. Perhaps this is rather a poor answer to
and nine 128ths, eqnal to a triplet of 64ths, or one 16th. cording to his own Bweet will I corrected all that I yonr question, but at least it may have the effect of stirThis run, liowever, is not intended to be counted, but to thought would be misleading. The nearest I can come ring up some one else to* offer a better one.
tell of.

—

j
o. I do not find the edition of the sonata you speak of in

ing are not to be observed in playing.

measure
ing.

To

2,

second half

;

also first half of

cut these groups of three notes off from the

;

;

;
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SIGHT BEADING BEFOEE MEMORIZING.
BY DR.

.11.

H. HAAS.

So much has been said in The Etude in favor of
making memorizing piano music an essential part of
instruction and practice that I cannot refrain from raising the voice of warning, knowing its dangers and drawbacks by experience, lest too early and unconditional
memorizing might be adopted by novices in the art of
teaching.
piano-teacher’s duty is threefold
one
toward his employers who remunerate him, one toward
the pupil and one to himself.
In order to appreciate
properly his responsibility, he must consider not only the
ability or talent a pupil possesses, not only the willingness,
attention, diligence, and perseverance of which the
pupil is capable, but also the amount of time he is to devote to his musical studies.
Of this given time he must
make thegreatest, the very best, use. Heaven knows much
is expected in little time.
All education in America is too
much forced, pushed, hurried. Not so in Europe the
writer studied the piano for ten years at Cologne. I do not
know the routine at conservatories and schools of music
in America, but in private teaching, and at seminaries
and educational institutions, I know that two or three
years’ time is as long as a teacher may hope to keep a
pupil, and these are not full years, but from seven to nine
months each in length ; very rarely full hour lessons,
but those abominable half-hour lessons, which must
naturally cause furry and flutter, if not slovenly and superficial work. In German itis: Stundengeben (give lessons),
hour and lesson being synonymous. The M. T. N. A.
and the American College of Musicians, if they really are
in earnest, and mean to further the cause of piano music
in America, to raise its standard, if they believe in
thorough, exhaustive teaching, can they not devise some
plan or means for making full hours a compulsory rule
for at least their own members 1
Would these not be
willing even to make some pecuniary sacrifice for the
common good ? Are those teachers who charge five or six
dollars per lesson (who have probably received full

A

:

;

flow ofrfn’does it happen that a music scholar, a fine
performer and otherwise well instructed* when asked,
has never heard of Rameau, Scarlatti, Boccherini,
Paradies,
Gotthardt,- -Moscheles,
Dussek,
Steibelt,
Hummel, etc., etc.; of men like Ferd. Hiller, Rhein~berger, Volkman,
Haberbier, Godard, perhaps not
There are moments in
Paderewski,- Tschaikowsky.
a musician’s life when Gottschalk’s Pasquinade or
1 hom6’s
Arlequin suit first rate others, again, when
nothing less will do but a fugue by Bach, variations
serieuses by Mendelssohn, or Liszt’s “Dies irae.”
Now Widor’a “Morceau du bal ” is very graceful;
Boscovitz’R
Chant du matin” quite pretty; why not
play his “ Sleigh Bells ” when the snow is on the ground,
or Spindler’s “Femes Gewitter ” when it thunders, or
Reinecke’s “ Nussknacker and Mausekoenig” ? These
Let us be tolerant, if we are nothpieces are great fun.
ing else (non semper arcum tendit Apollo), and admit
everything for what it is worth and in season, except
;

selves, his playing will

(To be continued.)

[For

BIS

The Etude.]

STUDIES AID THEI1 XMPOSTAIOB.
Editor of The Etude.
In some recent article (I intentionally do not name the
nor the author, as my remarks are anything but
it was said that studies could be dispensed with.
and in their stead every difficult phrase in any piece be
turned into a study, or rather an exercise. The author

article

absolute trash.

Now to return to our argument, if such a curriculum,
full programme is to be gone through, it is the
teacher’s paramount duty to train his pupils from the
very first in reading music easily, fluently, correctly.
Put notes before a beginner at once. We have thirty
pupils, not thirty geniuses ; they cannot comprehend and
remember all the five-finger exercises, scales, and transpositions you show them in your half hour lessons;
there is no time for learning things parrot-like, by heart.
See that the pupil’s eyes are fixed on the notes, that the
upper body is erect, hands above the keys, wrist slightly
elevated, elbows down, arms well balanced and loose at
the shoulders, and permit no leaning on the keys.
Let
beginners first read the left-hand parts alone this being
usually an accompaniment, there is no melody to suggest
to him time and rhythm. This practice will make him a
sure “timist, ” and a careful observer of signs in music
after a few bars the teacher may join in with the right
hand part. Then the pupil may take the right hand part
Persuade the pupil to practice in the same way,
alone.
and only join both hands in the last practicings before
coming up to the next lesson, when the teacher will
decide whether still separate or now joint practice should
be continued.
such a

;

;

bounty from their good, old, German masters abroad)
mercenary enough to dole out by the spponful to the
hungry little half-hour or twenty minutes lessons? I
wish to be informed, living remote from large cities.
At each lesson give the pupil something new to read,
Take a class, say of thirty pupils, regularly every year,
and you will find that generally they may be divided as that he may study this also in connection with his review.
follows: 1. About a third of them are highly gifted He should have something new to be practiced sepaNay.
with a decided talent for music, but otherwise not extra rately, something older to be practiced jointly.
intelligent.
2.
A second thfrd are strong minded, of even with advancing and finishing pupils I recommend
keen intellect, but not particularly musical. Very rarely this plan (at least where any Special difficulty occurs) of
either
right
or
left
hand
reading
the
alone.
Difficulties,
do uncommon musical talent and great intellectuality' go
together.
3. The remaining third are neither talented any way, must he practiced apart, first separately, then
jointly take difficulties to pieces, analyze them and they
nor intellectual.
Thus read and have under study at
What is the duty of the conscientious teacher toward will disappear!
one and the same time lor all grades of pupils four difeach class of pupils?
V
The first class admit of. and call forth, his best teaching ferent things: 1, finger gymnastics, wrist and other techqualities.
They can and ought to be made musicians nical exercises, octaves, etc., and scales; 2, an etude;
and artists; they have the divine spark; it is for the 3, a classical composition or something for rhythm and
expression 4, a modern piece. Although the last two
teacher to kindle it and fan it into a beautiful flame
The second class can and ought to be made to under- are the more important, and if treated judiciously, techstand music thoroughly, read with ease and fluency and nic will improve alongside and keep pace with them, yet
play with clear and distinct phrasing. Something of the teacher should never discard the former two altogether.
As to practice, I would recommend an hour
expression they may also acquire.
m
Both the first and second classes of pupils may eventu- daily for beginuers, two or three hours for advancing,
Too much practice is
three or four for finishing pupils.
ally become public performers or good teachers.
The third class also must be seriously considered. a mistake, destroying the freshness, spirit, impairing the
They can be taught to read slowly but surely to play expression. Be content if your pupil plays that ballad or
that
scherzo
Chopin
in
by
a
slower
tempo than that of
correctly, and perhaps with some taste, much bright and
graceful music, with which they may give pleasure to a Dr. Hans v. Billow or Mr. W. Sherwood. When anything
* is once played to the teacher’s satisfaction, he may cause
limited circle of friends and relatives.
They can all be induced to practice if the teacher only it to be laid aside. I find that an average pupil, during
sets about it in the right manner.
Should it, however, a school session of nine months, can take from two to
be his misfortune to meet wilh a pupil.who is dull as three books of etudes, from twelve to sixteen classical
well as irretrievably lazy, then it is his duty peremptorily studies, etc., and as many pieces of ordinary length.
On reading anything at- first sight, the pupil must take
to refuse to teach such a pupil.
When I speak of sight reading and memorizing, it is in with one glance time- measure, key, tempo and whatwith reference only to the first two classes of pupils. ever directions for expression there may be at the head
The teacher they require need not necessarily be a of the piece. A course in theory of music and harmony
virtuoso, but he must be an artist.
He ought to possess is supposed to go alongside of practical lessons. The
a knowledge of all that has been written for the piano. teacher must presuppose nothing whatever known by
He should keep himself well acquainted with the works the pupil nothing ought to escape the teacher’s notice
of contemporary composers. Moreover, he must be ver- everything must be observed by the player the value of
satile and able to lead his pupils into the spirit and style
stvle notes, rests, dots, ties, slurs, accidentals, fingering, etc.,
of each composer. There is one manner of touch re- marks for touch, tempo and expression.
After all, things occur and re-occur in music, and if'
quired for Bach, another for Beethoven, another for
Chopin, Mendelssohn especially, Schumann, Liszt, reading is made a constant practice, any person with
Rubinstein, etc. The model teacher must possess them common sense and sharp eyes can acquire skill in reading with comparative ease.
all and illustrate them by bis own performance.
I believe that evqry talented pupil, Whatever his
To advanced scholars the teacher may set the task
individuality may be, should he made acquainted with of reading (but not practicing) privately, by themselves
the greatest possible number of piano composers classic a piece or part of a piece, to be recited next les-on. Also
and modem, and with more than one composition by the a reading class may be formed of as many advanced
celebrated ones.
In this respect musical education ought pupils as can conveniently stand round the piano. As
to be the same as literary education, just as comprehen- one reads the others look on, criticising and correcting,
sive many-sided and complete.
In literature the scholar while the teacher remains the final arbiter.
examines all writers of note of all periods. He is not
Sight reading is the means to the acquisition of a comconfined to Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Byron, Ten- prehensive, wide, varied and thorough knowledge of
nysen. Fielding, Scott and Dickens, but he also learns piano music
simultaneously with '.acquiring such a
somethin!; of Spenser, Johnson, Bacon, Shelley, Camp
knowledge all dormant, latent faculties of the pupil will
his individuality and taste will be
be called forth
Pimhlari tn frp.pl v
nnhimiprl ripvplrm tKom.
;

;

;

;

;

;

,

,

;

;

------

originality, if only the-

own

‘

!

have some

is wise and modest enough not to obtrude his
taste on his pupils, making of -them as many counterparts of himself, but is content to be the “ medium,”
the tiue interpreter.
These all important pursuits leave
no margin for any others; it is obvious, that there is
actually no time to spare for memorizing, that not even a
small fraction of the regular lesson and practice time
can be set apart for systematic memorizing.

teacher

personal )

might just as well have gone one step further and declared that even exercises may be dispensed with, and
that to repeat a difficult place so often until the difficulty
has been overcome, is all that is needed.
I do not think it necessary to argue on that point, but
I deem this a very good opportunity to say something
about the character and importance of studies. By way
of introduction, I should like to say that all exercises and
studies seem to me a mere preparation to so called proper pieces. The apparent object of all exercises and
studies is to give the player such a training, both physical
and mental, that the number of difficulties decreases from
day to day, until they finally vanish altogether, while
without that training the difficulties seem to increase
from day to day, or rather from piece to piece. We spoke
of physical and mental difficulties. As to the physical,
joints of the hand and arm must be rendered more
the joints
flexible and strong than they are by nature.
Next, the
motion of each finger must be made independent of that
of any other finger of the same hand, and the motion of
rendered
must
also
be
independent
hand
of that of
one
the other.
The mental difficulties are the knowledge of everything
that pertains to music and the perfect control of the
mind over the fingers, hands and arms.
Now, itis evident that thennind cannot control the
joints when these are stiff and clumsy on the other hand,
a player whose hands and joints are naturally pliable and
perfectly under his control, is not able to render a piece
properly, unless he has mastered the science of music
(notation, rhythm and the foundation of harmony, viz.,
scales and eterds) to some degree.
It is, therefore, obvious that physical and mental training from the very beginning must go on side by side, one
nor is it hardly worth
assisting and completing the other
mentioning that this double training must be systematic,
viz., strictly graded.
Such graded training is offered to us by studies. While
so called “pieces” are composed. by the impulse to express the feelings of the composer, studies which are also
pieces as regards their form are composed with the main
view of subserving the physical and mental training of'
the piano student.
Exercises, the object of most of which is only physical
training, although they are necessarily connected with
some mental development, take precedence of everything
else (except, perhaps, the knowledge of keys) ; indeed,
they accompany the student until studies render them
Some teachers and some great players,
superfluous
however, think them quite indispensable, the same as
there are prisna donnas who sing a few scales and trills
every day.
Thus the five-finger exercise is the Alpha of all instruction, and studies such as those of Moscheles. Hen*,
sel#, Chop'n, Rubinstein, Liszt and Alkan, are the Omega
of physical and mental culture. While we have “etudes,”
which are. in fact, not studies, but rather impromptus
or phantasms, so also we have a great many “ pieces ”
(especially of LBzt), which, indeed, partake more of the
quality of studies than pieces.
;

;

Yours

truly,

E.

Von Adelung.

To invent beautiful rhythmical forms can never be
taught to the musician the particular gift of inventing
forms is one of the fltrest besides, rhythm itself seems to
be one of the least cultivated parts of modern music.—
Hector Bkhlioz.
Genius does nothing without a reason. Every artisc
of genius breathes into his work an unexpressed idea
which speaks to our feelings even before it can be
;

defined.

—

Franz Liszt.

The struggle through which a musician has to pas
cannot be regarded as a very great hardship if music i
not his natural calling, he will give it up for want of sue
cess ; but if he is a favorite of the Muses, he will trit
in spite of it. —-Moritz Hauptmann,
;
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cidedly more manly than do those of Klein, reviewed organ
Madame L. Cappiani, Mrs. S. Hershey Eddy,
There is a peculiar vein of sentimentality J. Harry Wheeler, voice; S. E. Jacobsohn, Henry
above.
(rather than sentiment) in some of our German friends, Schradieck, J. H. Beck, violin ; W. F. Heath, N. Coe
Compositions by Anton Strelezki. (Wm. Rohlfino
which is apt to excite a feeling of amusement slightly Stewart,
H. Dana, public schools E. M. Bowman,
Co., Milwaukee.)
tinged with contempt in most Anglo Saxon minds.
A F. Grant Gleason, W. W. Gilchrist, theory.
1. Spanish Serenade.
friend of the writer’s once, looking at a spoony young
The following candidates who passed the examination
This is a simple, beautiful melody, characteristic of its fellow, said: “ Drools like a calf, doesn’t he?” This were elected to membership in the American College of
title, well harmonized, admirably adapted for the piano state of mind may be exceedingly natural, under certain
Musicians and received their diplomas at a public meetand within the reach of players of moderate attainments. circumstances, but it never inspires respect, and it is by ing of the College
no means an emotion of the heroic type. Mr. Foote has
Frllows, Jas. A. Butterfield, Chicago, 111., theory J.
2 Skizzen, Op. 89.
series of seven short pieces, the longest not much chosen better words, and has set them to admirable W. Conant, West Medford, Mass., piano.
Associates, Sara W. Hayman, Chicago, 111., piano;
more than two pages in length. Ntf. 1 is evidently music. They are not very easy, however, either to sing
modeled on some of the obscure Schumann rhythms. or play. They are in all respects above the grade of Grant Weber, Monroe. Wis., piano; Anna Beuermann,
They Chicago, 111., piano; Emil Larson, Chicago, 111., piano;
It will be good study for young players, but few of them wbat somebody irreverently called “them asses.”
No. 2 is more lyric belong in the realm of the musical aristocracy.
Julia M. Todd, Milwaukee, Wis., piano; Mary T. Ellswill be likely to take kindly to it.
worth. Milwaukee, Wis., piano;
A. Lord, Brookand grateful, a beautiful melody. No. 8 is an allegro, 5. Six-songs by J. B. Campbell,
lyn, N. Y., piano
John B. Campbell, Chicago, 111.,
in octaves atid chords mainly, with some curious rhythms,
(a) The Town Crier.
piano; Kate L. Deering, Buchanan, Mich., piano;
vigorous and spirited. No. 4 is a nocturne, tender and
(b) 0, Let Me Dream.
Josephine Large, Fort Wayne, Ind., piano; J. W.
beautiful.
No. 6 is a rushing presto impetuous and
(Cleveland, Smies and Wales.)
Conant, West Medford, Mass., piano Alice L. Doty,
forceful.
No. 6 is an allegretto cantabile. No. 7 is an
(c) The Lady That 1 Love.
All of
Batavia, 111., piano Alice L. Doty, Batavia, 111., organ ;
allegro vivace with plenty of movement in it.
(d) Thou’rt Like Unto a Floweret.
- 6.
Will C. Macfarlane, New York, N. Y., organ.
these pieces show very strongly the influence of Schu(Cincinnati, John Church Co.)
Copies of the prospectus and examination papers, and
mann in motive, in rhythm, in general character and
(e) Wilt Thou Be My Dearie.
information regarding the examinations, may be obfull
spirit.
(f) Binding Sheaves.
tained of the Secretary, Robert Bonner, 60 Williams
(Cleveland, S. Brainard’s Sons.)
Aflat, No. 2, F sharp.
3. Two Nocturnes, Op. 11, No.
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;

;
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1,

No. 1 is a simple lyric melody, graceful rather than
profound in feeling, the accompaniment somewhat diffi
cult.
No. 2 is the deeper of the two, and will repay
study, although it will cost the average player some work
8.
to do it properly.
4.

Valse Oublide.

Graceful, but not
rapid waltz in the key of A flat.
specially striking, and with no very easily describable
Musician-like throughout.
charac. eristics.

A

•

Valse impromptu, in
Striking and effective.
nical attainments.
6.

Polka Impromptu, in

F

major.
Requires a pianist of good tech-

E

flat.

A spirited and effective piece, of considerable difficulty.
7.

(a) Valse poetique, in

D

major.

(6) Valse poetique, N®. 2, in D flat.
The intended character' of these two waltzes is suffiThey partake of the
ciently indicated by their titlefc.
they are not
eneral characteristics of the other pieces
Jeeply passionate, at least they would not be so felt, probably, by most people.

These songs are simple and easily comprehensible,
within the reach of young singers of moderate ability and
They are melodious and singable, and
attainmenfs.
may be recommended for popular use. The fourth one
is surprisingly successis especially to be commended
ful, in fact, considering that Schumann, Rubinstein and
Liszt have set the same words.

street,

Providence, R.

I.

;

— The

We

hear people speaking of “live teachers,” of course

Musical Year-Book of the United States, puband compiled by G. H. Wilson, Boston, aims to
be a complete record of all musical performances of
importance throughout the entire country. The issue
for 1887-8 is exceptionally full, and is valuable for
reference to all who wi.-*h to know what is being done in
music in the United States. The record ought to be
absolutely complete, and all concert programmes ought
to be forwarded to Mr. Wilson, care of Chickering and

there must be

Subscriptions
Sons, 152 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
for the coming year, $ l each, may also be addressed to
him.

To be slow, sleepy,
Ail this applies to music teaching.
The
dull, indifferent, means the training of like pupils.
like the brave officer in the army, must be
he must step forward and say to his men,
a leader
“Come on! ” he should not faff into the rear and say,
“ Go on.” The true teacher must at least do as much
good by example as he does by precept.

lished

;

“dead ones” also.
Are there dead music teachers? Why bless your
They have not the first eleheart, yes; iots of them!
ments of the teacher in them. To teach means to make
It
the world (that is mankind) better and happier.
means the dispelling of darkness and shedding of light it
means to cut down weeds and to sow good seed it
means to build up and improve it means progress it
presupposes activity, aggressiveness and perseverance.
;

;

;

;

good teacher,
;

THE WORK OP THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF

MUSICIANS.
Grand Valse, Op. 28, in E flat.
Brilliant, spirited and rather difficult.
A dead teacher is worse than a dead preacher, or
Mr. H. E. Ivrehbiel, the eminent and conservative
All these pieces are evidently the work of an accomor Jawyer, for the results of his deadness is more
They require a good deal critic of the New York Tribune, after witnessing the doctor, community. The dead music teacher is always
plished pianist and musician.
fatal to a
of technic and are all effective parlor or concert pieces. recent examinations at Chicago, and closely investigating
behind the ti n$U he never thinks of organizing a society
They are imaginative, but not profoundly sp, Mr. Stre- the standard maintained by the College of Musicians,
he never reads musical journals or books, least of all,
lezki’ s limitations seeming to restrict him to the field of writes to his journal as follows:
The dead teacher would
will he induce others to do soSince Monday candidates for its degrees have been
the brilliant and the graceful.
not read a journal on music even if it were sent to h im
undergoing examinations in the rooms of the Municipal
dollar
.

;

;

RECENT SONGS.
Board of Education, at the hands of men who stand in
Dr. Mason,
an Old Garden.” Six songs by E. A. Mc- the front rank of the profession in America.
E. M. Bowman, S. P. Warren and W. H. Sherwood, of
(New York, G. Schirmer.
John C. FillThese little songs are charming, written in a style re- New York; S. B. Whitney, of Boston;
Eddy, Frederick Grant
sembling that of Robert Franz more than that of any more, of Milwaukee; Clarence
Chicago and W. W. Gilchrist, of Philadelother master. They are the work of a thorough musi- Gleason, of
have conducted the examinations of about twentycian, and while they are not very difficult, technically, phia,
and the methods which they follow are
they demand delicacy and no small degree of real musical five candidates,
fair, the requirements on so dignified and lofty
culture in both singer and accompanist, to Tdo them full sound and
a plane that there can be no doubt but the work of the
justice.
college will tend to the general uplifting of musical
(Boston Music Co.)
2. Songs by Olga von Radecki.
The standard which
instruction in the United States.
(a) The Night.
has been maintained from the beginning is a high one.
(b) The Voice of the Wind.
and up to the present time scarcely more than, one- third
(c) Night song.
of the candidates for associate degrees have been successNos. (a) and (f>) are sombre in tone (c) is morbidly ful, while the candidates for the higher degree of fellow
All three are well written, both as to
sentimental.
But there has been no
of the college have been few.
melody and accompaniment. The first two especially relaxation in the requirements, and the examiners have
would be effective, either in parlor or concert room.
been encouraged in their work by the discovery that a
Some of the translation is bad.
large number of the unsuccessful candidates have preby B. 0. Klein.
(New York, G. sented themselves for examination a second time.
3. Three songs
Schirmer.)
The demonstrative examination in the pianoforte deIrma.
()
partment is conducted in such a manner that the examinA pathetic song, fine in melody, effective and charac- ers do not see the candidate, but sit behind a screen while
teristic in harmony, the accompaniment exceedingly the candidate demonstrates his technical ability at a
well written.
pianoforte in front. Beside this test, which is made
() On a Night in Spring.
exceedingly comprehensive, written examinations are
A passionate love song a cynic would say “ spoony.” required terminology, acoustics, history of music, har(c) Parting.
mony, counterpoint, form, and what may generally be
Also a love song, more manly as to sentiment. Both of termed musical pedagogics. At the annual meeting of
them have essentially the same characteristics as regards the college last night, it was determined that hereafter
melody, harmony and general treatment, as the first one. these demonstrative examinations may be held by a deThey are all the work of a thoroughly trained musician, puted head examiner and two local examiners, in any
and are more than musicianly they show no small city where the college has six resident members, though
degree of imaginative power.
the papers on theory will have to go to headquarters at
(Boston/ Arthur P. New York for rating. This resolution establishes local
4. Four songs by Arthur Foote.
sessions in New York, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, and
Schmidt.)
two or three other cities.
(a) Love Took me Softly by the Hand.
The following officers were reelected
(b) I'm Wearing Awa’ to the Land o’ the Leal.
President, E. M. Bowman.
Pretty Page, with Dimpled Chin.
(c) Ho
Vice-Presidents Clarence Eddy, 8. B. Whitney.
(d) Love’s Philosophy.
Secretary and Treasurer, Robert Bonner.
These songs are evidently not only the work of a most
The Board of Examiners for the ensuing year consists
excellent musician, bat they display real talent for
Those of them that deal with of: Wm. Mason, Wm. H. Sherwood, Louis Maas,
characteristic expression.
ney, 8. P. Warren
piano ; Clarence Eddy, 8. B. Whitney,
loyc, the universal passion, deal with
1.

“From

Dowell.

;

;

m

;

;

He

free of charge.

never does anything, unless the

by way of compensation smiles at him. He never picks
up new ideas he never exchanges views with other
He works in a certain rut and believes everyteachers.
A new book he frowns
thing outside of it to be evil.
upon, for it forces him out of the old track and obliges
him to study. He will use the oldest book, though all
advanced teachers have long ago discarded it, and he
stubbornly insists upon it that it is good enough for him
and his pupils. Pity the latter. The dead music teacher
he does not miss a
often comes punctually to his work
lesson, for it represents that much money; he stays the
full length of time, for he does not wish to give dissatisHe has
faction, but oh, how does he spend that, hour?
no higher aims for the work than the dollar. He has no
Not he! A pupil only
love or sympathy for the pupil
and
lesson
the
old
hears
He
him.
represents money to
He never
assigns a new one, and here ends his work.
grows enthusiastic about art ; he never becomes inspired
and talks of the beauty of music he never unbosoms himhe never stimulates
self; he never* arouses enthusiasm
How could he? Is he not dead in thought
thought.
and sentiment? Say the old line's—
;

;

;

;

“

he ignited,
Comes not the spark from the speaker’s heart.”

Never a heart

will

The dead teacher is like a poor tool ; you can do
nothing with it. He is like soft iron ; you cannot strike
fire with it ; he cannot call forth a spark. Live teachers,
on the other hand, are like hard steel. They are sure to
produce sparks wherever they strike.
Parents should only employ live teachers. If they
wish live work done they should stay away from dead
He who wishes to reap a good harvest should
teachers.
employ good work hands, so those who wish live results
P
nknnlJ employ
nm nlnn “live
linn teachers.
AT*«
Ihey
from 4teaching should
alone arousd pupils to greater and continued activity
thfhr
thty alone can call forth sentiments of noble aspirations.
Are you a dead teacher? If so begin
* *

:

t

open your mouth and your heart to your pup
do something for
interest in public affairs
your neighbors and the community in whi*
;

put the spark of electricity as it com
into your own, and there is hope fo.

wmm
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i

'

:
:
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[For The Etude.

SOME MUSICAL BLUNDERS.
BY EUGENE THAYER, MUSICAL DOCTOR.

—

Blunder Twenty- Fifth. To save one dollar and lose
one hundred. Nobody would do this, you say. But
they a>e doing .every week of tbeir lives. They cannot rink a few do lars for instruction which they know
it,

In despair,' I wrote to our patient, ever- forbearing Mr.
Presser, inquiring if he knew any practical cabinet organ
method. If he did. would he send one. If he did not,
would he ascertain if there be one If neither could be
done, would he send a method by
After that letter went my relief of mind was so great
that I took a mental siesta in a hammock swung by the
ease-distilling breezes of Lakmb.
When my " method ” arrived, how eagerly I opened .it!
.

•

How

eagerly I dropped itl
He has never seen my letMr. Presser never sent it
I looked at
It is the doing of some stupid clerk
ter!
Appropriate name
Yes, D Dresser
the bill— per D.
I wich I could dress him with my sixteen methods. Sev!

simplest forms of time notation must be employed at
first, and every new feature which is introduced must be
carefully explained, everything bring avoided which
might over-reach the pupil’s ability. As soon as he
masters regularity of measure, he should be made
acquainted with accent, and the importance of the
observance of the same. Strict time and accentuation
must be observed always otherwise no musical sentence
can be correctly expressed. In my own teaching, I
devote a few minutes of each lesson period to special
time study, not ay connected with any other difficulty
I have found these
except correctness of fingering.
time studies to produce most satisfactory results, and I
think I could not now dispense with them.
;

needed, and pref-r to go on with small resuitR and poor
when they might as well be earning good salaries
Half of them are trying to
first-class work.
teach when they have never taken, a lesson in their lives
enteen now
I come to another important point: the proper selecabout teaching. Is it not perfectly true? There is a
Well, there was nothing to do but to work my own wits. tion of material for the study and practice of -the beginbeach
where
I am stopping who could
man here at the
For awhile, only one change rang in my stupid brain.
At first everything must be of an easy character,
ner.
earn a hundred dollars a month if he had a fishing boat,
Good, but what one ? in form, time and position for the hands. Much can be
I will use a piano method
He says he cannot afford to buy There are the scales, the arpeggios, arid, above all, the
costing forty dollars.
taught with the close position of the hands, training the
a boat he has the money or can readily get it, and yet price
What shall I do with the price, especially. I can- fingers for a good legato touch. It is also necessary to
Don’t yon see that he cannot afford
gives this excuse.
not alter the price; I cannot give my percentage, as the
When will you awake to this idea? expressage has that already. The parents will object. make the study and work as interesting as the circumnot to buy it.
Think it over awhile, but meantime do not wonder at Those who know nothing of mn.sic wsl! think I am not stances will permit therefore, as soon as practicable,
pleasing melodies and easy pieces can be learned, but
your cramped opportunities.
I Was not sitting in a ham
teaching the organ right.
Blunder Twenty-Sixth
To think that machinery mock then, but on a tall, hard, wooden stool. Finally, they should be selected with care to be in keeping with
selected for the
can take the place of brains. This applies to dumb- I sprang up and cried in despairing accents, “Another the pupil’s progress. As the pieces
pupil form a part of his study, they must contairi nothing
Bead what Schumann says trial. I cannot teach my beloved accent exercises
pianos and such things.
my
study
about them. There may be possibly some such contri- Mason’s system. I shall fall back on Kohler’s Op. 60.” which he is not already prepared for by previous
with the provances worth something; but, if so, I have yet to see This threw light. “ Why not Kohler’s Piano Method, No and practice. The interspersion of pieces
gressive studies will encourage the pupil, if the selecthem. All I have so far tested are calculated to do far 534. Vol. I.
It is simple, easily understood, full of
injudicious
selection
of
wisely
made,
but
an
more harm than good, by inducing pupils to neglect melody, with sufficient jingle exercises, within the range tions are
pieces which are beyond the pupil’s ability "will discourtheir regular practice by their over-use, causing stiffness
I immeof a cabinet organ, good music and cheap.”
age him and retard his progress. It would be considered
or paralysis of the muscles and oiher dangerous use of diately sent for some copies.
I saw personally the pafourth
them. The doctor told the sick Irishman to take one rents of the pupils, explained my reasons for using it, met absurd to put a child from the first reader into the
or fifth, but in music such unnatural skips are not only
The
pill a day for twelve d*ys, and he would be cured.
only with kindness and faith in my judgment, and began poi-sible, but common.
Such an unwise practice lias a
Irishman reasoned that if he took the whole dozen at applying the work to the organ.
It answered so admionce he would be well in one day. He took them all at rably that I ordered more copies. Again more. More most pernicious tendency, besides a treacherous foundation of superficiality, it tends to develop in the pupil a
one dose and was cured dead
again, and laughed heartily when one answer came, false pride and a sinful self-conceit.
Blunder Twenty-Seventh To wait until everything
Will procure more copies and forward.’’
The most dangerous, as well as the
I come to another part in the beginner’s progress:
is in your favor.
So, this is my experience in a method for cabinet
most unpleasant, sailing in the world is when the wind is
the study of the scales. As soon as the pupil has gained
organ.
blowing just the way you want to go. You are liable to
a good habitual position of the hands, ihe scales may be
After all that my brain needed a rest. I took a day’s
I prefer to teach the first round of the
be driven on to all sorts of ledges and rocksS- The pleas- outing down the river.
“ What is the business of your commenced.
In the study of the scales
in one octave only.
antest and easiest sailing is when the wind blows straight
town ?” asked a fellow passenger. “ Mills and Kohler’s scales
Even when the wind blows dead
across your path.
many things- deserve attention. I begin with the prepaMethods, No. 634,” I answered, weariediy.
against you, it is far better than a calm. You can reach
ration of the hands, to pass the thumb under the fingers
Miss Fltte.
the desired point easily, if you will only trim your sails
and the fingers over the thumb; then the fingering of
Why don’t you get some one who can tell you
right.
the entire scale for each separate hand the pupil names
TEACHING BEGINNERS,
how to trim your sails. Instead of sitting on shore and
the notes of the scale, amending and descending, rewaiting for the wind to change?
itedly then both hands together, in the same manner.
KRAUSE.
BY
W.
Blunder Twenty-Eighth. To try to deceive anye first scale should be mastered thoroughly before the
body. Firstly, you cannot do it. You are soon detected
next is begun.
Extracts from an essay read before the Texas Music Teachers’
and dropped forever. Do ail you promise to do, if it
Association
In connectlto with the study of each scale, tbe pupil
kills you
and, if you do a little more than you promise,
the tonic triad in its three positions.
There is surely a great difference of opinion concern- should learn to pl«y
be assured it is not lost. Eihical question# aside, it is
Finally, the dominant and sub-dominant triads, and the
,l
Honesty is the best ing the method best adapted to beginners in the study of dominant chord of the seventh, should be practiced in
the only safe maxim to follow
Do not say that the man who is honest from piano playing. Many “ instruction books ” have been every key. When he has been carefully guided through
policy.”
policy, is not really honest. He is honest, and you need written for piano students; some containing more or the major and minor scales, and the fundamental chords
less good features, some entirely worthless, and a few
no guarantees in dealing with him.
which are continually employed in practice, he has a
Blunder Twenty Ninth. To hire cheap men or buy good. There is no “ instruction book ” which is arranged foundation for his future work. When he afterward
cheap things. I have this instant read of the destruction in such a progressive order that it can be used in every learns the scales in two or more octaves, the chords with
page
after
page.
I
think
it
impossible
case,
write
a
to
of a lovely church in New York City. They hired for
octaves, then the arpeggios in two or more octaves, he
organist a dry goods clerk, because he w^tuld play for a method that will precisely supply the wants of every finds that all these enlargements have grown out of those
lower salary than a real organist could accept. He had a pupil. Ofien there is much for the teacher to supply, fundamental scale passages and simple chord formations,
rehearsal and, being in a hurry to get back to the dry and there are useless things which he has the right to
and if the teacher aids the pupil, as he should, to recogomit.
goods, went off leaving some candles burning.
scales and chords which are contained in the
The first important point is a correct position of the nize the
The church took fire, and they are now trying to figure
composition which he learns, the pupil will early acquire
out how much money they saved. There is nothing body at the instrument, and above all, a correct position the comprehensive perception which is so essential in
more dangerous than cheap labor or, more properly, of the arms, hands, and fingers. On the proper manage- playing the piano.
ignorant labor.
Ignorance (accent the second syllable) ment of hands and fingers we have to depend for a good
I cannot close without touching another important
is not only hateful, but absolutely dangerous.
You will touch quality if this is neglected in the early training,
matter: the judicious use of the pupil's time. Both
scarcely believe that a fool is more dangerous than a it will be difficult to acquire later.
We have further to explain how hands and fingers teacher and pupil must remember that it is not so much
knave, bat he is. A little watching will soon expose the
amount of time given to practice and study, but the
plans of the knave. No amount of watching can expose must become independent of each other, and that they the
application which leads to the
It is best to exercise methodic and systematic
the fool, for he does not know himself what he *may do need to become strong and active.
One hour a day devoted to systematic and
“ With all thy getting, get understanding.”
the hands separately at first, before giving any attention best results.
next.
practice will accomplish better results than
For mercy’s sake, don’t be a fool, if you are going into to notation. While resting the hands of the pupil, we attentive
explain to him notation, the characteristics of sound, three- hours of trifling, desultory and absent-minded
the musical profession you might get squeezed to death
pitch, length, power, and tone quality, and the various practice.
characters of musical notation.
But no more should be
I would most earnestly recommend teachers to keep a
explained at one time than the pupil can comprehend. memorandum of the pupil’s work. For the purpose of
QUESTION.
The plainest language is best to be used to make every- a systematic practice of scales and chords, I make a cirAbout a year ago I saw a communication about the thing clear and interesting. To use terms and expres- cle on a memorandum leaf, on which I mark the major
inability to find good methods for the cabinet organ, and sions which need an extra explanation to reach the scales in their relative order, with capital letters, and.
asking for information on the subject. Shortly after, 1 mind of the pupil, should be avoided.
the corresponding minor keys I mark inside the circle
had occasion to locate in a small city, very young, twenty
In “teaching the notes” it is advisable to direct atten- with small letters.
When ihe pupil begins a new form
years of age, where the entire business, is “ mills” and tion to one clef at a time, and only a few notes of that. of scale practice, or a study whicn has to be practiced
“ mill supplies.” Tbe men employed are young, hard! The practice of teaching the notes of both clefs at the through all the keys, a mark or sign is placed over the
working ancPenterprising, and have furnished their fami same time is confusing to young pupils. It is a good appropriate key in that circle, and the meaning of the
I have a plan, at the beginning, to devote a few minutes of each mark is described in the memorandum.
This is left with
lies with organs, until able to buy pianos.
large clasa of these organ scholars.
It is new teaching lesson period to reading.
The pupil should read aloud, the pupil. The circle which has to be referred to’so
and play them at the same time on fhednstrument. The often in the practice gives to the pupil very soon a clear
to uae. and they are beginners.
6
Have you any method, any organ book at home ?” I names of the notes, their position on the staff, and the coinprehensibiTof key relationship. By this means the
*
/
location of the corresponding keys on the instrument lessons are conducted in order ana system, and the pupil
ask.
“Oh, yes; the one the man gave us who sold us the must be learned together.
is taught to practice in the same systematic manner. The
Next should follow a clear and positive understanding memorandum prevents forgetfulness and neglect on the
organ.”
I do not quite like the sound of this, fearing that art of the value of notes, and a correct knowledge of time part of the pupil, and to the teacher it shows at a glance
must stand aside for agents and sales but answer hope- and measure. A mere explanation of the comparative what the pupil has to learn. The teacher should keep a
value of the notes of the even division, as given in the duplicate memorandum for himself, in which he may
fully:
“ Very well ; you bring it for your first lesson.”
Instruction Books and Music Primers, is by no means note the particular wants of the pupil ; this will greatly
Sixteen different methods met my appalled gaze six- sufficient to give a clear idea of time; many practical assist him in making his plans for the pupil, and making
illustrations must be improvised by the teacher.
teen different times
The the best selections for him.
is
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pianist’s most important and most difficult task
legAto touch. The tones of th.e piano
not guide^he most critical ear to exactness, while the telegraphic clicks of the Practice-Clavier are an unerring guide.
There are many other advantages, but this single one can
hardjy be over estimated.
is

to acquire a strict

will

JOHN HOWARD.

In point of tune, Pianoforte
TOUCH, UNERRING TESTS OF technic, and general simplicity and durability of construction,

I

thoroughly believe in silemt
in the jtrbiuse of different weights of
touch. Your new instrument Is all
that can be desired.
I

ractice-Clavier

recognize your

new instrument a most substantial
Improvement upon your former instrument the Techniphone.

key-ward practice 'and

cious

’
.

7

ALEXANDER LAMBERT,
N Y College of Music,

Director of

A. R. PARS1NS.

.-Your Practice-Clavier is certainly

Every teacher ought

to

far in

have a
use secures thorough and rapid progress in the learning and practice of pieces, and in technical and physical development, -—and all in
Its

Practice-Clavier at his or her teaching

room, and pupils ought to have one
It is a remarkably useful
at homeInstrument for

acquiring

a

SILENCE.

correct
,

touch and technical

skill.

ROBERT GOLDBECK.

The Practice-Clavier

takes the place of the Piano for

except the finished performance, and

everyth^

nowhere more needed and appreand conservatories where many pupils are convened,
for it brings the blessing of silence and, quiet, without which the heartless clash and clatter of piano practice must be endured from morning
till NIGHT THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL YEAR.
is

advance of any mechanical de-

vice for learning the piano that has

ever been introduced to the world.
I would not take two hundred dollars
for mine if I could not get another.

CARLISLE PETERSILEA.

ciated than in schools

rices

Low*

Terms Reasonable

Instruments sent to teaphers and schools on a month’s approval.

Seven Octave

No musician can do otherwise than
give your new instrument an enthusiastic approval and support who will
understand its real object and the
work

it

does.

Practice-Clavier,

Five Octave Practice-Clavier,

-

-

$54.00

The Practice-Clavier is ia every
way superior to the Techniphone. Its

-

$44.00

me will greatly facilitate progress and

CASH DISCOUNT. TEN PER CENT.

Correspondence with teachers and schools

EDWARD SCHUBERTH.
i

<5

The

Bast

1

7 tti otxcct

Practice-Clavier,

solicited.

Address

VIRGIL,

A. K.
IN o©

secure correct playing habits.

in

my

—

New

York

judgment, rightly used

k

connection with the piano furnishes the most’ effectual means
for acquiring not only the strength, endurance and skill de-

manded

in artistic Pianoforte Playing, but also for
well.

and musical development as

S. B.

MILLS.

'y

audience showing no inclination to depart, Liszt took
the Countess S. on his arm and prepared to make way
through the crowd, which readily gave place to the venerable old man with the glorious crown of white hair.
BY NEALLY STEVENS.
Though he smiled on all as he passed along, bowing to
Looking through my scrap book, over concert and opera right and left, there was a tremor of palsy about the dear
programmes, trying to glean something of interest for old head and hands, and a tired look in the deep-set eyes

[For The Etude.]
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The Etude.]

A CRAZY PATCH OF MUSICAL MEMORIES.

OPEN FOR DISCUSSION.
CHARLES W. LANDON.

of musical memories rushes over which showed how much better for Liszt to be away
me, till I feel as bewildered as on that misty July morn- from this, excitement, enjoying bis after-dinner whist
After the master's departure
ing in 1879. when I woke np in a London inn and lay for and his beloved cheroot.
some time in a delicious daze of new impressions, con- excitement subsided and sociability took its place.
scious only of freedom from that undulating nausea, now, Among others presented to Bulow 1 noticed a darkthank goodness a thing of experience; then gradually eyed young girl with a forehead not unlike his own.
recalling our great luck at the custom house, where a After a moment’s conventional chat with her he turned
good-natured Englishman took pity on our embarrass to others, and the young lady, Fraulien von Biilow,
ten years, went on her way,
inept, and with the facetious remark (no doubt accom- whom he had not seen for
The governing influence of the tonic in singing is un- panied with a generous tip) that *‘ the ladies have nothing rejoicing, I suppose, in the eccentricity of her sire. It
deniable ; does it have a controlling influence on finger- but spirits and cigars in their trunks,” quickly got us was an amusing incident to the few present who knew
ing, especially in scales and arpeggios ?
through, and soon we were jogging in an English four the circumstances, and came like a dash of comedy after
the almost tragic emotion of the last hour.
Is it desirable to have onr pupils use editions of music wheeler over the cobble stones of dingy old Liverpool to
The German loves his joke-zum Beispiel. The followthat are edited, having full expression marks and expla- the station, to catch the fast train for London.
nations, tarns, trills, etc., written out in foot-notes?
Shall I ever forget that glorious whirl through the ing week Berlin contained the famous trio of Wagner,
Liszt and Blil >w, and the funny paper of the town came
of
English
freshness
and
bright
green
gardens,
down
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews has much to say for the educaout with a highly colored print representing Liszt strolltional value of Schumann’s music.
Will he please give lanes hedged in with hemlock and arbor vitae, over graceing down the main thoroughfare with his sons in-law,
us a graded list of this composer's pieces? perhaps lead- fully arched and ivy-grown bridges, with here and there
Wagner on the right arm and B'ulow on the left, all three
ing up in taste as well as in difficulty. Will other teach- a grand old manor of castle and forest land, till at last
in a mood of careless happiness.
this
brings
me
back
to
London
inn,
wide
memory
my
time
ers do the same ?
From greatness past to greatness to come and we find
awake, and with a keen sense of pre-marifime hunger
Would not the A. C. M. do the profession a favor, if
amply satisfied with the proverbial mutton chop and the little D’ Albert making his first bow before a Berlin
they would select lists of etudes ? One for technics, one
audience.
Unknown and unheralded he appeared at a
muffin.
for reading, one for developing taste, one for expression,
The day gave much to interest us, but the evening grand charity concert in conjunction with Niemann,
one for the wrist, one for the pedal, one for pupils who
Reicher-Kindermann, Brandt and other artists Idas
do not need to cultivate taste and expression as much brought the realization of my wildest dream tohear
famous.
as their technic, and another for pupils who need to give Patti in grand opera.
The first part of the programme was given over to the
their time more to taste, expression and the development
A memory picture rises' before me of a hall-shaped
of the germ of music within them. But these lists should theatre on the stage a brilliant scene, the central figure first act of Die Walkiire with Niemann as Siegmund
We all know
be of slow growth, inviting help from the musicians of that of Seiniramis a siren with a voice as spontaneous and Reicher-Kindermann as Sh-glinde
dramatic power in this most
the entire country.
as a bird s and as pure and clear as crystal
a beautiful of Niemann’s wonderful
beautiful of Wagner’s love scenes, but Reicber- KinderIn “ thematic ” compositions the piece is made^from woman in royal robes, with the eyes of a gazelle and the
little past thirty, and Germany
died
when
only
a
mann
one or more groups of notes. Why not ask our best com- figure of a dark haired sylph.
lost her greatest soprano before her reputation became
posers to select difficult motives, of technical utility^Jrom
In contrast to this graceful creature, full of vivacity
world-wide. A dramatic soprano of pure gold was hers
classical and standard music, and build up etudes as full and with a dainty charm of loveliness all her own, sit
ihe greatest demands of
its freshness never.exbausted
of emotional content as of technical difficulty? I have the buxom dames and statuesque damsels of England in
Wagner’s music dramas met' without an effort by this
Heller’s last etudes preparatory to Chopin's compositions box and stall.
The boxes, by the way, rise tier above little woman, scarcely bigger than Patti. There was an
in mirsd, as an example of what I mean.
tier on the sides, like square frames let into the damaskintensity and truthfulness about alj she^sang and acted
In the July Etude, 1888, Mr. W. S B. Mathews speaks covered wall, each frame containing a tableau vivant of that dwells forever in the memory, and when I hear
of the “ inferior flexors,” and their office in moving the British loveliness. The stalls are great, square, high- other artists in her roles her voice comes back to me,
finger-tip joint, and of the aesthetic touch depending backed chairs, filling the main floor in straight rows, very through all these years, in its truth and purity.
largely on the cultivation of this set of deep-seated uncomfortable and very high-priced.
But I started to tell you about D’Albert: there
muscles. Is not the velvety and aesthetic touch also
At the back are the galleries for the plebeians, and appeared a short, rather thick-set, very young man, with
largely dependent on the muscles of the inside (under here congregate the music lovers in every-day attire.
a shock of straight kiwn hair falling over honest eyes
side) of the fingers and hand ? Would not the “ inferior How those bold Britons do stare, how incorrigibly and
of brown, a funny, indescribable little nose, rather inflexors” be rapidly developed by playing with a straight persistently they use their opera glasses
I left the theaclined to turn up at the incipient mustache just darkening
finger over. a key, and then with a quick and strong pull tre with hot cheeks and a choking sensation of disThis round-cheeked and generally chubby
the upper iip.
flex the first or finger-tip joint?
Using the touch de- appointment, that the novelty of my surroundings, the youth came on the big stage of the Victoria theatre
scribed in Mason and Hoadley’s
stall,
frigid
Hoadlev’s method, for the “ finger
discomfort
of
that
the
gaze
of
the
women
and
fineer
with the tip of his right forefinger in his sensitive mouth,
“
staccato,” also, see
Mason’s Technics.” By the way. the fixed stare of the men had pi evented an enjoyment and made a great hit, playing Chopin’s Berceuse and
will not this movement strengthen this first joint, so it to the full of the music, which was to me such a revela
Schumann’s Symphonic Etudes, winning a hearty encore
will not bend the wrong way?
And where is a better tion. I did not forgive those Britons that night, nor all from an astonished and miscellaneous audience.
place to practice this and the u pull ” touch, than on the the next day, nor until I stood on Richmond Hill, lookmonth later he gave a piano recital to a “ papered
keys in the middle part of the technicon ?
ing down on that fairy land by the Thames, of field and
0
bouse,” and proved his genius both to .critic ana public
In practicing this exercise, would you direct the pupil’s hedgerow, of copse and woodland, checkered over with
in the following programme
mind to the sensations in these muscles of the under part sunlight and shadow, reaching out in picturesque beauty
Toccata and Fugue, (D Min.). ...Bach Tatjsig.
of the hand ?
till a misty horizon and soft gray sky meet.
.......Beethoven.
Sonata, op. 90....,
Mr. Brotherhood told me a few weeks ago that «ome
Let us leave merry England for the classic Saale of the
Nocturne, Berceuse, Polonaise,
of the English musicians were asking to have the keys Berlin Sing-Academie where Dr. von Biilow gave the
....Chopin.
op. 53
left but of the technicon.
What do you think about it? following Liszt programme :
..Eugene D’Albert.
in five movements

About when

should' the pupil begin the wrist.tonch?
Shdald he begin with thirds, sixes sixths or with octaves for the fir.-t lessons in wrist work ? Would you use
written exercises and etudes, or from memory ? Should
the arm be held perfectly quiet and ridged, or should the
arm be so loose as to make ** the flail movement ” ? In
either case the hand to move loosely at the wrist, and in
the flail movement the arm to move slightly the opposite
direction of the hand.

—

The Etude, a confusion
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—
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:

;

;

—

—

I

A
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—
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Suite

swimmers or skaters never forget their
1. Grosse Sonata (dedicated to Schumann).
also read that Paganini, Mendelssohn, Liszt,
2. a. Au lac de Wallenstedt ; 6. Eclogue; c. Au bord
pianists that are now living, never d’une Source
d. Les cloches de GenOre.
“ practiced,” in the general sense of the word, after
“ Saint Frangois de Paule, marchant sur
3. Legende
middle life, or after h«ving once worked up their technic les Hot 8.”
and establishing it.. How can we best possess ourselves
4. Etudes: a. Paysage; 6. Feux Follets
c. Waldesof this “ intellect of the hand” or “ band memory ”? ranseben d. Gnomenreigen.
HI
Will “ conscious control.” slow practice with the atten
5. Deuxibme Ballade.
tion directed to the inner sensations of the moving musPolonaise E dur; b. Mazurka; c. Valse Im6. a.
It is said that

art.

Tausig.
Halka Fantasie
Liebestraum, Soiree de Vienne,
......Liszt.
2d Rhapsody
Two weeks later he gave another immense recital
programme, for which one could with difficulty get tickets
at any price, and D’Albert was the hero of the hour.
His striking likeness and the similarity of his playing to
the youthful Tausig was the subject of general remark
among the big wigs and gossips. No pianist of the last
twenty yeais had so quickly sprung into fame and
fortune, and his later career seems to have fulfilled the
prophecy of his early youth.
After the feverish excitement over Liszt and Biilow,
and the amazement at Eugene D’ Albert's meteor- like
dash across the musical firmament, to say nothing of the
long drawn-out ecstasy over the Ring of the Nibelungcn,
how restful and gemiit hitch it was to listen once more to
Dr. Joachim's home quartette, to feast on music pure
and simple, free from personalities and surpris- 8. The
programmes for these quartette evenings are made up of
three great works for strings, mostly classical, with never
a no.velty to excite curiosity, and always a certainty of a
Beethoven quartette' "for, a night cap. The broad, true
tone of Joachim’s violin' dwells in my memory along
with the tones of Reicher-Kindermann’s voice, ana
never a fear that those other faithfhl instruments under
De Uhna, Wirth and Hausmann may falsify his perfect

We

and some of our

;

:

;

;

cles

and

joints, hasten or

hinder

its

development?

For promptu.

best cultivation, shall we go to the “technicon,” the
practice claver,” nee “ techniphone,” or to the pianoforte ?

its

7.

“

And is not this much-abused
of a good performer, capable
effects? And is it qpt worth
one and can’t get
eet a piano,
Diano. to
of learning its special effects,
and especially aspiring to music that is beyond “ gospel
hymns ” and dances. But I have heard it said that the
gospel hymn has its legitimate place in the development
of taste among the masses. Is there truth in this last
statement?

decrying the reed organ ?
instrument, in the hands
of truly beautiful musical
wnile for pupils who have
while
cultivate it to the extent

Liszt.

|

We

often see it Bt&ted that practice on the hard places,
special exercises, etc., must go “slow and loud,” ff. or
“ heavy touch.” Now, we all agree to the “ slow,” but

does not the “ heavy ” touch make the tone hard and
harsh ? Should the pupil play any louder than he can
and keep his hands, wrists and arms loose? Is there
value in Wm. H. Sherwood’s idea of “ a loose arm, wrist
and hand,” bnt meantime keeping the fingers firm, stiff,
and the mind on the inner sensations of the muscles used ?

Scherzo and M&rsch D-Moll.

A

mammoth programme before an audience that taXed
the limits of the hall, and in the presence of the master,

Are not our musicians too completely ignoring and

During the rendition of the different numbers the
public vras lavish with applause. The little Doctor was
in his best mood, and amiably accepted a vociferous
But the enthusiencore, repeating the Onomenreigen.
asm at the conclusion of the programme amounted to
frenzy. The audience crushed toward the stage. Women
mounted chairs waving handkerchiefs in mad delight
When Liszt stepped to the stage and lifted up those long
arms to embrace the little Hans, who in turn kissed the
master affectionately, trying with all his little might to get
the powerful Liszt upon the platform, a chorus of deep
German voices crying, “ Hoch, Liszt, Billow ; hbch,
hoch ” gave evidence of the utter abandonment to the
enthusiasm of the moment of the masculine portion of
the public. The guests in the royal box departed unob
Art reigned supreme. Only those familiar with
served.
the reverential love of the Germans for art and artists
could appreciate the most graphic description of this
scene. After some twenty minutes of thiB tumult, the
I

|

accnsThere are the usual faces in their accusintonation.
places, and wearing their wonted expression of
quiet contentment and happy satisfaction.
I feel the spell of that Beethoven Cdvaiina , op. ISO,
stealing upon me, and I bid fair to end as I began in a

tomed

j

state of dreamy

bewilderment.

—
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Marconi, the tenor who sang in the Nevy York per- “ parallel minor key.” This distilling of our major scalesformances of Verdi’s “Otello,” is engaged at the Teatro from the six church keys was hut the' last step of development of our common scale, and, if we cast a glance
Real, Madrid.
of their music
Genoa will celebrate the four hundredth anniversary into the theoretical works of the Greeks
we knowbut a few spare remnants, recognized as the
of the discovery of America by reproducing Morlacchi’s
hymns of Dionysos and Mesomedes, written in a monotoCristofero Colombo, first performed in 1828.
nous minor we shall make the acquaintance of a scale

—

A young and. talented violinist, Miss Lucille Du Pr6,
Duprez, the famous tenor, now in his eightieth year,
is creating quite a sensation with her playing.
She has
has turned to literature as a pursuit to fill his leisure
been heard at the 0. M. T. A.’s convention, recently
hours.
held at Columbus also at the Cincinnati College comThe London Symphony Concerts, under Mr. George
mencement.
She is a graduate of the college, a
They will be
native of Charleston, S. C. and but seventeen years of age. Henschel, will be continued next winter.
given weekly.
Mr, John Broeckhoven will succeed Mr. Henry
A little girl of ten years, named Giulietia Dionesi,
JSehradieck as director of the Cincinnati College of
a violin player, is the latest prodigy mentioned in Europe.
Music Symphony Orchestra.
;

,

New York singer, took the
prize this season at the Vienna Conservatory, and
for the next season at Mayence, Germany.

Miss Matilda Boehm, a
first
is

engaged

Isaac Strauss, the chef d'orchestre of the Tuileries
balls, died in Paris lately.

Gounod

is

engaged on his new opera, “Charlotte

The celebrated quintette known as the Boston Men- Corday.”
delssohn Quintette Club has been newly organized, and
Delibes is busy writing his new opera, “ Kassia.”
consists this year of Messrs. Alois Bruck, first violin
Godard, the French composer, has just completed an
Max Alder, second violin Anton Hekking, violoncello, opera entitled “Dante and Beatrice.” It will be given
besides Mr. Thomas Rvan, one of the founders of the at the Opera-Comique.
club, and Miss Alice Ryan, the solo vocalist.
It will
“ Tannhauser ” is to be heard at Naples.
begin its annual tour through, the United States about
Sivori, the veteran violinist, now seventy-one years
Oct. 1st.
old, is giving concerts in Italy.
At one of the Boston Music Hall Promenade ConMme. Cosima Wagner appeared in public for the first
certs Carl V. Lachmund's Japanese Overture was most
”
“
warmly received, and promises to become a popular time since her husband’s death, at the Meistersinger
favorite.
It is written in the Japanese scale, consisting performance on July 30ih.
of .five notes only.
Joachim, with the violoncellist Klenger, played
Anton Seidl included the following Wagner selections Brahms’ double concerto for violin and ’cello at the
;

;

Stuttgart Music festival.
one day's performance at Brighton Beach recently
Ballet from “Rienzi;” prelude, act third, “TannLondon, England, is to have German opera next year,
hiiuser;” “Faust” overture;
Good Friday’s Spell, under Julius Hoffmann, of Cologne, and New York is
from “ Parsifal;” Liebestraum from “Tristan;” Pre- promised a season of Russian opera during the forthlude from “Parsifal;” “Entrance of Gods into Wal- coming autumn. It is said that the Russian Operatic
halla” and Funeral March from “Ring des Nibelun- Company that has just been performing in London and
gen.”
other English cities, is to sail for America soon.
Boston will have a season of German- Opera under
Mme. Dory Burmeister, of" Baltimore, at present in
Conductor Seidl, most probably in April, after the New Europe, has been invited to play her husband, Richard

—

or

The

Among the prominent orchestral concerts at Steinway
Hall, New York, this winter, will be five by Anton
Seidl, five by Wm. Gericke, and a series of symphony
concerts by Theodore Thomas.
Rafael Joseffy will give
a series of six concerts, and Conrad Ansorge two
»

recitals.

THE HARMONIC) SCALE,
BY DR. OTTO NE1TZEL.
Translated from Neue ZeUschrift filr Musik, for
H. D. Tretbar.

The Etude, by Mrs.

The New York Philharmonic

Society’s concerts, six
in number,
be given at the Metropolitan Opera
House, under Theodore Thomas’ direction.

Not the harmonic minor

nor even the scale with
an augmented fourth we have had all that, but the harMoritz Rosenthal, the piano virtuoso,* and the monic scale. For this we are indebted to a small pamphlet, but one well worthy of notice, by Theodore
violinst Fritz Kreisler, will make their debuts together,
Willstein, “ Principles of a Mathematical physical Theory
at Steinway Hail, next November.
The tones composing this scale are no longer
of Music.”
Miss Jeanne Franko was the soloist at a recent Seidl a secret to the philosopher who explores the mysteries of
concert, playing Air Vari6e, Vieuxtemps.
acoustics, nor to the musician, and especially the violinist
Lucca will make her reappearance in America, at the using flageolet tones, who recognizes them as discords
New York Thalia Theatre, next fail.
that cross the virtuoso’s path of his diatonic scale.
The
The New American Opera Company is approaching horn- player, in his b flat, even possesses one of the tones
its one hundredth performance most successfully, and of this h®nonic scale, termed i, that sounds a little flat
Mr. Gustav Hinrichs will continue his Philadelphia sea compared with the true b flat, wherefore he is compelled
son until late in September. The
Rose of Castile,” to tune this tone up a little. It is only necessary to ob
serve the third horn in the Trio of the Scherzo of
Balfe, proved a most enjoyable period.
Beethoven’s “Eroica” symphony, that sounds d flat
FOREIGN.
while the remaining horns play e flat and b flat, to cond
Wagner’s “ Walkiire ” is to be given in the Hun- vince one’s self that this flat iB too low by several vibrations. This chord, d flat, e flat and b flat, when translated
garian language, at the Buda-Pesth*National Opera.
into the E flat pitch of the horn, becomes b flat, c
or,
JJ,
Ms. 0harle8 HallIs was recently married to Mme. more correctly, i c— g. A similar tone, i, is also found
Norman-N6rnda, the eminent violinist.
where one would least suspect it, at the close of Chopin’s
Patti will sing in Egypt next winter y* also in Con- Prelude in F.
It is produced by a broad harmonic
stantinople.
She returnee! to Europe on August 11th.
passage in F, with which, strange to say, the tone e flat
Niemann and Rosa Sucjher will take the chief roles is blended, and even marked >, so that the piece virtuWe shall,
in Verdi’s “ Otello,” at the Berlin Opera, next winter. ally closes witb'a child of the seventh.
however, see later on that this e flat is no seventb> but
Boito has completed his opera, “Nero,” and it will
that it is at leaBt as consonant with the tonic as is the
be produced at Milan next winter.
sixth.
The chief musical event in Europe during the hottest
That an attack should be made on our diatonic scale,
month of the year was the Bayreuth festival. It closed C D E F -G A B C, will arouse but slight
on August 19th.
astonishment in an age when all things are made to
Max Vogrich and Mrs.^Alice Rees-Vogrich appeared submit to the criticism of the rising generation nor is
with great success at Steinway Hall, London, England, this diatonic scale a heaven-sent gift. On the contrary,
during the summer.
it has but emancipated itself from a family of five sisters
The first prize for counterpoint and fugue, at the Paris and become an absolute power, granting the last of them
Conservatoire, was awarded to a young lady, Mile Gon- alone the right of existence, as we may see by its
will

scale,
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bearing the same signs, as well as in

its

designation,
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DEFGABC
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harmonic
on

s

f V 2.
the other hand, reads thus

CDEKGLIBC
scale,

and the vibrational numbers of these tones are
following relation to each other

30

27

24

in

York season is ended.
Burmeister, ’s new pianoforte concerto at a Berlin Phil
A new waltz, “ Stay with Me,” by Fred. Boscovitz, harmonic concert next winter.
has enjoyed much success as played by the Neuendorff
Erik Meyer-Helmund, the popular song writer, has
Orchestra in Boston.
completed a comic opera, “ Margitte.” It will be proAt the approaching Worcester, Mass., music festival duced at Dresden next winter.
(the thirty-first), Mine. Carreno will be the solo pianist,
On the anniversary of Liszt’s death, July 31st, a conand Mr. Kraeisel one of the solo violinists. Among the cert was given at the Catholic church in Bayreuth.
vocalists are Mmes. Ella Earle Toedt, Clara Poole and Wagner’s family attended.
Valda, and Messrs. Alvary, Toedt and Whitney. Verdi’s
The third part, “ Nausikaa,” of Aug. Bungert’s Tet“Requiem Mass,” “Praise of Music,” Beethoven and rology, “Homeric World,” is to be given its first hearSt. Saen’s “The Nineteenth Psalm” are oq/ the proing under Anton Siedl's conductorship, at the Metro
grammes. The festival will be held on September 24th poiitan Opera House, New York, next winter.
to 28th, under the direction of Mr. Carl Zerrahn.

— —

consisting of the tones C E
EJ—F. Ej representing the
tone lying between E and F. Yet such complicated scales
would stand but little chance of acceptance in our day,
when we are not even contented with the-simple, natural
vibrations of our scale, but have replaced it with the more
impure but eminently more practical tempered pitch.
The harmonic scale surpasses our diatonic scale in the
more natural and simple ratios of the vibrational numbers
of its notes, and for this reason it will compensate us if we
confer some attention upon it.
It is a well-known fact that every tone is produced by
the motion to and fro of a sounding body, and that any
two tones will he the more consonant with each other
the more simple the ratio of their vibrational numbers.
If a tone has twenty-four vibrations, twice that number
of vibrations will produce its octave; one and a half
times that number its fifth. The. ratio of the vibrational
numbers of our. diatonic scale are

—

in the
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finding of the tones K, L, I is far from arbitrary,
for not a tone of this scale can be named that nature
itself does not present to us in every sounding tone.
All
of ohir readers are familiar with the phenomenon of
upper-partial tones, or tones that are heard sounding
with a given prime tone. He who will lend an attentive
ear when a low tone, for example C*, is struck, will distinguish the following row of tones sounding with it: C,
By experiments, whose description
G, c, e, g, i, c /
would take too much of our space, it has furthermore
been determined that, besides the c', the d' and-ve' are
also consonant, and that then follows a tone that is a
also g, and then another
trifle higher than V, called k'
tone that is a trifle higher than g' sharp, called V, and
next the tone already mentioned, called V and b'. e // etc.
These tones correspond exactly with those tones that are
attained by dividing a string into 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc , parts,
as any one maymo at a piano forte or string nslrument.
The string C will resound to the tones C, G, c, e, g, i,
/
/
c / , dU e / k / g V, F, b , c', according as I sound
or
lt.ii At TTt At At A*
P art of the length
of the string. I do not even require a measuring tape,
but simply place my finger loosely (at the piano with
raised cover) upon the middle of one of the base strings,
thereby producing the higher octaves clearly and beauI then-slide my finger (while another player
tifully.
continuously touches the keys) on and on toward the end of
the string and bring out the fifth and all the upper- partial
tones in succession. Particularly full do I fiud the tone i,
the seventh upper-partial tone, and to an ear that has
grown accustomed to it, it possesses a relation to the
prime that is in nowise perceived in the real B. It is
even possible that one might be inclined to consider the
chord C, E, G, I, C a more beautiful harmony than our
triad, C, E, G, C.

The
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;

,
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,
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The new scale has thus not only seven, but eight debecoming ever more and more contracted as they
ascend.
As regards the transposition of this scale, or
can
its application to harmonic music, these question
only be brought into consideration when it nss been determined that the ear may become so habituated tc this
scale that composers shall be able to express, their emoAs with our present music, it were Rest
tions thereby.
to begin with music in unison in the application of this
It would be an extremely simple matter to conscale.
Any tuner might
struct an instrument based upon it.
tune two octaves of a piano according to the upper-partial tones produced as above, always remembering .to
tune all tones two octaves lower than the respective
upper*partial tones. The keys C sharp, E flat, F sharp
and G sharp are next to be removed. F is to be made R,
A t6 become L and B to be I. As for the rest, I would
advise that not too great hopes be staked upon this new
As is known, what is natural is not always beauscale.
Our temtiful, and simplicity is not always enjoyable.
pered tone system is certainly unnatural, and yet glorious
works have arisetv.from its basis. And, finally, great
works of art will always demand an original creative
spirit, let its train of thought be either diatonic or harmonic.
grees,

i

Should any one, however, have the inclination 01
fathom this problem, his efforts would merit

leisure to

greater thanks than the endeavors of so many theoreticians
to transform our tone system into a chromatic system* Wedlvlde the compass of tone contained In a piano-forte into the
octaves A„— B,„ Cr- B*
B, c—b, o'— t/, c"~b", o'"— b"', eta.

O—

T H E E T TJ E> E
THE STUDY OF THE PIANO.

3d, Strengthen the

In

(Translated from the French

What

is the

109.

WHh.t

is the

by M. A. Bierstadt).

port de voixf
'
This is a grace note placed at a distant interval from the essential note that it accompanies.
The interpretation of this note is exactly the
same as that of the appoggiatura.

mordent ?

The mordent (in Italian mordento) is composed of the principal note, the note above (a
tone or semi-tone), with a return to the principal note; or in other words, It is one beat of a
trill.
The mordent, like the appoggiatura, takes
part of the time belonging to the principal note
which it accompanies.
Example:

PSPS

Flayed

Example
tSL.

Played

If the essential note

is

of lofig duration, the
say, take

mordent pan be. doubled, that is to
two beats of the trill instead of one.

W hat

110.

The

is the

way

the rhythmic accent

the union of

is

is

the

Apply
recommended

trill f

—

*,

’

A

Example

best effect produced.

tr

1

Unless indicated to the contrary,
employed which the key supand generally the upper note! commences.

e half tone.

plies,

The turn is indicated by this sign
which are added, where there is mom, little

'

C

signs

Example

7

tr

The

ment of the

f f

»

<z

%3.

is

CHAPTER

generally found placed either on

isolated note

—and

in this case it

comes before

0*9

:

0*9

Played

Or between two

y*

g

essential notes

'

i

.

j

which

it

serves

to unite.

Example

:

VII.

MUSICAL MEMORY.

the essential note,

Example

-

“%

fingers.

it

always necessary to learn by .heart
that is played f

everything

—

as an end, because whatever is
It is useful
played by heart is better played.
As a means,
because the memory only develops by being

117. Should all pieces learned by heart be kepi
in ihe memory f

Flayed

turn

exercises be studied by heart f

constantly exercised.

ip
•

ff >

:

Example:

an

Must

Yes, as much as possible, in order better to
observe the position of the hands and the move-

.

When several trills succeed one another, it is
sufficient to make a termination only to the last
to

of change.

115.

:

Gen-

those' notes are

There should be kept a sufficient number to
form a- repertory, which ought to be more or
less rich, according to the age and aptness of

112. Does musical memory present the same the pupil.
character in all pupils?
118. How can time be found for keeping up
No, there is the memory bf the ear, or of
old pieces without neglecting other practhe mind.
tice f
The memory in the fingers, or of routine.
By organizing the study of the piano in such
The memory in the mind, or by reasoning. a way as to devote to each part of the practice,
an amount of time proportioned to its import113. How should one learn by heart f
By reasoning the other kinds of memory can ance. Mechanism should have a large share,
be auxiliaries, but cannot fill the place of the for its development demands not only care and
memory of the mind, the only one that is not regularity, but much time.
Beading is less exacting, especially if the
fugitive, and which can be depended upon.
pupil has been diligent in this regard from the
114. By means of what proceedings can' study
beginning.
few moments employed with disbe simplified for the benefit of the musicretion will suffice for keeping up old pieces.
cal memory f
The residue of the time must be given to curIt is necessary:
rent work.
1st, To learn by heart only what is known
119. Is it not useful to sometimes break the
correctly with the music.
monotony, resulting from too greed a uni2d. Before commencing the practice of the
formity in the distribution of practice f
memory, close tne book and play the piece by
Yes, this may be useful and special advanheart, whether it be well or badly, as a sort of
trial, in order to note those passages that the tage will be gained by accustoming pupils to
ear retains, and those which must be entirely go out of their regular habits without being pat
learned.
out by the change.'

—

In this case the turn must be made at the
end of the first essential note, and there should
be no stop on any one of the four small notes.

Example:

Or on a dotted note, followed by another
value ; it is/ theu more
elegant to return to the principal note and to
divide the turn thus
essential note of less

- * The mordent

by the

phrase.
preserved.
4th.

erally one of these is on the tone, the other on
t

repeating- .sev-

without connecting them with the preceding

to the other passages the rules
for mechanism; separate the
forms,
analyze
them,
repeat them and learn them
The trill (in Italian trillo) is the alternate^!
Observe the design of each passage;
repetition of two notes placed at the distance of singly.
the
displacements
of
the hands; the right or
a second, that is to say, a tone or a half-tone
from one another. Unless indicated to the con- contrary movements of the parts; the modulaForce the ear to retain the melodies,
trary, the trill ought to commence on the note tions.
singing them meanwhile; force' the mind to
over which the sign is placed.
The trill may be sometimes prepared ; it is retain the difficult passages, creating at the same
always well to make a termination to it, and at time repeating points. Compare the passages
the end of a phrase, after a long trill, this is with one another; remember one thing by the
aid of another (two ideas connected together,
really essential.
*
are retained better than a single one).
RecomExample:
*
mence each passage from the point where it is
known, pass- to the following, then take the
whole for the entire connection. This work
The termination is almost always made on should be done daily, and above all things very
'slowly.
It is the only means for reflection while
the half-tone if the trill is on the tone.
playing, and for preventing too close a connecExample:
tion between the ear and the fingers, a connectr
tion that leads to inaccuracy and a want of
solidity. .It is not less essential that this work
And on athe tone if the trill is made on the be done mechanically, that is without shadings.
half-tone.
pupil cannot acquire in his memory, at once,
Example:
perfect accuracy of the fingers and expression
the
latter is done at hazard, instead of being
tr
done methodically.
~~i
It would also be well to commence and end
116.
Sometimes the trill made on the half tone has the practice of memory by playing the piece
a termination also on the half tone; this depends from one end to the other by heart; for instrucupon the accompanying harmony, and the ear tion the first time; for recapitulation the second.

What

must judge of the

turn ?

turn (in Italian grupetto)

two mordents, one above and one below.

is

memory by

eral times all[passages that are retained
ear,

If

If the sign is crossed by a bar, the mordent
must be executed with the note below.*

—-A#

this

111.

By H. PARENT.

108.

m

Played

STUDENTS’ MANUAL.

PRACTICAL COUNSELS.
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Example

ihe pin of of the harpsichord players.
Itisoften met with in the music of Couperin, Rameau, etc.
" f The turn i.t -It- 4- bU of the ha<; sichord players.
is

A

—

.
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A NEW AND USEFUL WORK*

IjT^aCT©!^

•:•

BY

PRACTICAL HARMONY.

JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.

DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANOFORTE STUDENTS,

BY

( Op. 15.)

Frederick Louis

PRICE

$ 1 80
,

V

.

Price in Paper,
44
44
Bcar&g,

.

78

.

'

p-'LLL

JM%$. (Doc,

(Ritter,

V

Cts.

$1.06.

Interesting— Progressive—-Full of Suggestions for Teacher and Pupil. Exercises
This work is one of more than usual imBeautiful Duets
are followed by pleasing Illustrations and Recreations.
portance. The author prepared for and tested
Choice Selection of Theoretical Matter.
for Teacher and Pupil.
the work in his classes in Vassar College.
It
An Interesting Plate giving Position of Arm, Hand and
is the experience of every earnest teacher, that
Marks of Power in their proper order.
Fingers.
a knowledge of Harmony is indispensable to
Marks of Tempo in their proper order.
every musical education. The difficulty with
Excellent Remarks on the Theory of
the average piano student has been the want
Technique. Tasty Scale Duets.

of a suitable text-book, which could be studied

practical works' extant. The length of hand-in-hand with the regular lesson. The
book can also be used in connection with any
The progressive theoretical
the work will not discourage the pupil.
work on Harmony, and will greatly
recreations and duets are active agents in leading, instead assist in its study. The exercises in Dr, Ritter’s
of driving? the pupil.
work are to be played instead of written. The

One

of the

This work

is

most

one of the most popular of our publications.

The low price brings a
For

and cost

its size

it

is

.

Pianoforte Instructor within the reach of all

fine

par

whole ground of Harmony
and interesting exercises.

excellence.

dorsements by

THEO, PRESSES,

Publisher,

1704 Chestnut

Street,

Philadelphia.

TESTIMOHIALS.
Boston, June 1st, 1888.
conciseness and a
The remarks upon
I have received the Pianoforte Instruction book from “phrasing,” and the use of pedals are excellent, the
Mr. Presser, and am glad to say th&t it seems to me a music chosen for illustration is both meritorious and
appropriate, and I approve of your familiarizing the
very good one, well planned and executed.
beginner’s mind with the theoretical names of the various
Very truly yours,
Arthur Foote.
octaves.
I intend to use your book in my qwn teaching
and recommend it to others.
Chicago, May 9th, 1888.
Yours fraternally,
J. S. Van Cleve.
Dear Mr. Howe:

y

I could not possibly find time to look at the Instructor
or write to you before now, but having examined it, I
find it a very comprehensive and valuable instruction
book, which cannot fail.to be of aid to teachers and pupils.
The book is excellently arranged, and useful exercises
abound in it. With kind regards, believe me

Very

Fannie Bloomfield.

truly yours,

Milwaukee School o/Music,
Milwaukee, Wis., March
Dear Mr. Howe:

A

rocating your good wishes, I am
Yours very truly,

John

149 a

C. Fillmore.

Dear Howe:

unqualified

Indianapolis, Ind.

Ms. James H. Howe.
Bear Sir : I have carefully examined your Pianoforte
Instructor, and am much pleased with it.
It embraces what is necessary for the aid of young

—

pupils, without being so voluminous as to be discouraging
to them. I shall certainly find use for it in the future.

Verysincerely,

Flora M. Hunter.

Boston, June 2d, 1888.
Chicago, March 12th, 1888.

My Dear Sir:
I have examined your work, and although it does not
wholly agree with my ideas, it is so good that I can and

recommend it. I am well aware
I congratulate you on the thoroughness of your most that you have excellent authority on your side.
With
•
v
'ir
*
excellent work.
Sincerely yours.
aincere respect, I am
Yours truly,
Carlyle Petersilea.
W. 8. B. Mathews.

" I have examined Dr. Ritter’s Practical Harmony,’ and think it rightly named. The intricate
and dry theories found in other treatises on this
subject will find in the Practical Harmony exemplification in simple and pleasing exercises based
on practical common sense, and presented in such
an original manner as to be sure to interest every
•swdent in this most important study.”
‘

‘

’

“

G.

“

I

W. BRYANT.

am pleased with your late publication,

‘

Prac-

Harmony,’ by Dr. F. L. Ritter. Its exercises
and directions are eminently practical, especially
as stimulating and guiding aright the inventiveness
of the student. I shall use the book with ray piano
pupils.”

S.

N.

PENF1ELD.

‘‘The exercises prepared in this work will be
welcome both to the student and the teacher, giving the former an opportunity of putting to immediate practical use the theoretical rules he has mastered, and helping the latter to facilitate the lesson
work and save much valuable time. The different
exercises are interspersed with simple themes, to
be varied by means of given motives. The author
considers this part of the work of great importance,
as being calculated to incite the student of harmony
to self-production, to fructify his musical imagination and also as presenting a preparatory insight
into the workshop of the composer.” Indicator,
Chicago.

will conscientiously
.

.

,

Chicago, III., June 12th, 1888.

Philadelphia, March 10th, 1888.
As far as examined “ Howe’s Pianoforte Instructor”
seems admirably adapted for beginners, being clear and
:
pleasure to progressive.
The four-hand exercises (in which the
receive a copy of your Pianoforte Instructor, and to
pupil sometimes plays bass and sometimes treble) are a
confirm by personal perusal the highly complimentary
strong feature of the book.
Fred. Maxson.
It certainly is a valureports I have heard of the work.
able aid to the teacher, and will meet with much gratiUniversity of Denver,
fying success.
Denver, Col.
With many thanks, I have the honor to be
Mr. J. H. Howe.
Yours very truly,
Neally Stevens.
My Dear Sir : I have given your “ Pianoforte
Instructor ” a perusal, and it seems to me a most credCincinnati, June 2d, 1888.
itable addition to the limited list of really good elemenMy Dear Mr. Howe
tary books of instruction.
Your “Pianoforte Instructor” arrived last week, while
As a pedagogical work it certainly meets with the
I was engrossed with the May Festival, but I have care- indubitable indorsement of
fully examined it since, and I take pleasure in expressing
Yours, harmoniously,
my approval of its matter and manner alike. The instruc- College of Music.
0. Pfefferkorn.

“

The

‘

Practical

duly received.

Harmony,' bv F. L.

The work

is

Ritter, is

certainly very practi-

and concise, and should prove of great assistance to musical students in a great many indispens-

cal

able matters.”

EMIL LIEBLING,

Chicago.

Mr. James H. Howe,

DePauw University.
Bear Mr. Howe
It afforded me much

—

—

en-

who have had an

tical

Let me thank you for the copy of your Instructor which
you sent me. It seems particularly pleasing and interesting. and is as broad and concise as any work of the
kind that I know.
Yours very sincerely,
Joshua Phippen, Jr.

Dear Mr. Howe:
I have received your Pianoforte Instructor, and careI find the principles therein
fully examined the same.
contained perfectly correct, and the general arrangement
logical, exhaustive and systematic.

those

all

opportunity of examining the work.
We
append a few of the testimonials recently

Tremqnt Street,
Boston, Mass., April 11th, 1888.

10th, 1888.

I shall take great pleasure in examining your Pianoforte Instructor thoroughly, as soon ffs I have the time.
casual glance shows me that it is progressive.
Recip-

covered by varied

received.

tion is expressed with the utmost
crystalline clearness most admirable.

Dear Mr. Howe:

is

The book has met with

“ Ritter’s book is thoroughly practical. I do
just that sort of work myself with piano pupils, only,
of course, I trdat the subject from the Riemann
standpoint. That kind of work is indispensable to
musical intelligence.”
J.C. FILLMORE,
School of Music, Milwaukee.
•

“The

very able work on Harmony, by Dr.
Personally, I never use instrucharmony (not even my own) unless
requested by the pupil, writing at each lesson the
Ritter, received.

tion books in

:

special exercises

This work

is

cise that

shall

any.

It

which will

assist

most at the time.

so admirably clear, practical and conbe inclined to use it first, if I adopt
has my best wishes for the great success it
I

deserves.''

EUGENE THAYER.

THE

ETIJ 13 E.
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No. 1, Le Vent. Murmuring Winds. Bei
No. 2, Valse Etude.
Two Concert Etudes, a Rafael Joseffy.
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Op.

Op.

,
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............

10.

majeur,

Deux Nocturnes.

11.-
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i

Fa

Complete, Nos.
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(No.

1,

Deuxieme

No.

2,

Miniature,

'

1

.

1

a

Ballade',

Hans de Buelow,
20

little

;

serious critic cannot

.

fail to

admire this

collection.

It

— Gold-Drops.

Op. 130.

— Gavotte

Goldtropfen.

Chanson a

boire,

.60

.50

.75

.

Imperial©,

instructive pieces,

gradually increasing in broadness of thought and
The most

.

Op. 127.
.60

.

.

..............

Mosaic “Album. Musicale.”
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.

.......

mmeur,
pud 2, 75 cents.

dieze

125.-

.75

difficulty.

should be in the hands of every
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Send

for

Complete Catalogue of Streiedri’s Works

;

mailed post-free.

A Collection of

Class'fcal

and

Modem Music

STRELEZKI SONG ALBUM.
Gps. 58 and 59. English and
75,
These are

all

....
new and

.

German
.

words.

Edition Robbing.

.........

.

.

original songs, very ably

and carefully prepared.

No.
net, $1.00

Each one a gem.

SELECTED AND ADAPTED BY

CONST A NTIN- STEH N BERG’
LATEST
Added

AM BEST COMPOSITIONS,

to the concert repertoire of the most jpromment pianists of

Europe and America.
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......
Op. 48.— Frivolette Valse de Salon;
Op. 49.—Italian Scenes (Italienische Scenen). Four Nos.
No. 1, On, the Lagoon. Auf den Lagunen. Sulla Laguna
No.
No.

2,

3,

Tarantella

*5

.........

,

.

.75

.60

No. 4, Polvchinello (A Burlesque, Kasperl Theater).
•
and Judy
No. 1, Chanson d' Amour. A Little Love- Song,
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,

.

.

.

.

.

.

...........
........

2, Historiette

Musicale,

5 No.

3, Staccatella

Caprice de Concert,

to rail the particular attention

in

Publishers of

work

for the

thoroughly practical and useful

.60

price.

IfiirWe
United

.60

will send a

States, for $1.00.

sort,

and sold

at this

sample copy, postpaid,

Organ has ever

much

to

material of a

remarkably low

any part of the

&,

of Principals of Schools and Seminaries, Musical Directors, Teachers, and the musical public in

every case edited and revised by the most eminent masters.

selections of the different classes of

are confident that no other

.60

.60

general, not only to the most complete stock of the best music in all

—

f^We

before been offered to the public embracing so

Punch

.

No.

We beg

.60

Lullaby, with Intermezzo. Scklummerlied, Ninna-Nanna,

.

Edition Rohlflng.

$ .75

music are sent for inspection.

EDITION ROlCLFING.

Peters, Steingraeber, etc.

its

Our

branches, but also to the great superiority of our editions over all others
elegant editions are the finest ever issued in this country.

Terms

liberal.

When

desired,

Catalogues sent free on application.

Complete Stock of all the Standard Cheap Editions— Andre, Cotta, Litolff
Most complete Stock ©f Foreign Music in the United States.

Wm. Hohlfing &

Co.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

Importers, Publishers and Wholesale Dealers in Foreign and American Music.
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TEACH Ell’S
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28 West
We

will

BY

ALOYS IIENNES.
TRANSLATED BY F. J. THOMPSON.

IIHfESSK.

ISO

JPrlee IS Cents.

Boston, Mass.

Street,

ELEMENTARY PIANO INSTRUCTION.

POCKET METRONOME

A USEFUL PAMPHLET FOE EVERY TEACHER,

send our Catalogue of Music (the finest pub-

THKO.

lished in this country), free, to any Teacher.

TUNING
FORKS
FRENCH PITCH.

IMPORTANT FOR ORGANISTS,
who wish

keep themselves informed of
new Publications, French, German, English or Amerifor their instruments, can have this done, free of
charge, by sending us their names.
Organists

PRICeSfCR,
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

ACCOUNTS OPENED ON VERY FAVORABLE TERMS.
ALL ORDERS FILLED THE DAY RECEIVED!!!

to

Large

Size,

A and

pities:

C.

Small Stae, A and C,
4© ceuts each.

These have been especially manufactured
Price, Nickel-plated,
An Aid

Form and Fingering

for teaching the

Ways

of Fingering

of the Scales.

shown by the Seven Ceiors

of the

Seven

Rainbow.

VALUABLE RECOMMENDATIONS.
“I

think that Miss Belcher’s ingenious device will be found useful,
them to systematize and remember

especially to beginners, in aiding
the fingering of the scales.”
Orange, Feb. 7(k , 1888.

“

WILLIAM MASON.

The study

of music requires menial as well as physical ability. Anaand reasoning greatly faci itate the acquirement of harmony, rhythm and touch. Kven in the earliest stages, the sooner these
Any one who
faculties of the mind art called into action the lietter.
can present the structure arid fingering of the scales to a young student
in a way that will develop these power* do"SH good work. Since I believe
Miss Belcher has invented an attractive and ingenious card forthis purpose, I cheerfully recommend it.”
ytM. H. SHERWOOD.

60 Ceuta, Net, Postpaid,

Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the
M'aelzel Standard, together with the
True Tempos of all the Dances.
These instruments have been especially manufactured
The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one

sending two subscribers.

Address

.

**

1 fully

pndore© wtrnt

excellent device, and

students of the pianoforte."
B.

S,

PRICE

50 CENTS.

Repairing and adjusting a specialty.
promptly attended to.

Mew

FOR S*LE ALSO BY

POND &

CO., 25 Union Square,

And THEO. PRESSES,

1704

New

Chestnut

St.,

York.

THE NATURE OF HARMONY

in

Paper;

id .00 in

i—

VIKGIUJA,

Boards.

A

work of the greatest importance to students of harmony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will

sation, calculated to incite the student to musical production.
The work will help greatly to facilitate the
•

young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough
study of harmony.

THEO. PRESSES,

For the Higher Education of
EQUIPPED AT A GOST OF

COURSE

IN

equal to those of any of the American Conservatories.

It maintains a

The

it

draws pupils from many

Fully abreast of the

States.

Forty-sixth Annual Session will open September 12th, 18*8.
for register to

CHAS.

XV.

COCKE,
Business®

P. O., Hollins,

real benefit to the Pfeno

Player.

CLAVERACK COILESE

St., Philadelphia,

Conservatory of Music and

HARMONY

CLAVERACK, COLUMBIA COUNTY,
CHAS. W. LA1B©M Musical

Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course
or for an extended period of study. A great saving of

time to teachers.

A

S

real help to students.

This work is being received with great favor, and is already introduced in several of the best conservatories in this country. In pamphlet
form it has had a large saie, and now that it id completed, it seems sure
to take a leading place among wprks on Harmony.
Simple explatiations, short sentences and plain language throughout
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students.
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Harmony, bnt also to become able to dial inguish intervals: chords, progressions and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the Interest of the
course is well sustained
It will not lie found dry by any careful student. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this
kind, never having appeared la-fore.
The laiok will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the
teacher and the pnpil. It is also rich in suggestions (frr general improvement and in reviews. In advanced study it will be found invaluable.

The

conviction of its excellence will strengthen as it is
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most
popular work on Harmony yet published.
Address

THEO. PRESSER,

Msamet.

Va.

FOE PIANO BTUBMTB.

A new Invention of great practical- vain© and

1704 Chestnut

1100,000.

A.M., Superintendent,

superior management, aad offers the further advantages of a salubrious
times,

DAOTYLION

Girls,

Languages, Literature, Sciences, Music, Art, etc., are taught under
high standards. The School employs twenty five officers, five of whom
devote their entire time to Music, which is taught under standards

Apply

Harmony,

THEO. PRESSER,

CHAS/% COCKE,

climate, mineral waters and mountain scenery.

1701 Chestnut Street.

Price 25 Cents®
Address Publisher,

Etude,)

,

Publishes,

to every teacher ef

T ws

HOLLINS INSTITUTE,
Price 76 Cents

DR. HyeO RIEMANN?
TRANSLATED BY JOHN' O. FILLMORE.
Something new aa4 valuable

PA.

TPUII-.AOTCLPIXIA:,
(For referese® apply to Publishers of

DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS,

occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical
education.
It lakes the pupil over the whole ground of
harmony. All the rales are covered in exercises of the
Jersey most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi-

Philadelphia.

8

Orders by mail

South I3th Street,

15

PRACTICAL HARMONY

Discount to Teachers.
Irvington,

A.

CHRONOMETERS,
CALENDAR WATCHES, REPEATERS AND CHRONOGRAPHS,
ASTiOiOMICAL CLOCKS, MUSICAL BOXES.

MISS KATE H. BELCHER,

Address

WM.

MILLS.

Philadelphia.., Pa,

Dealer in Watches, Clocks and J®w©!ry

’H ILAB ELIPfl I A<

my

friend, X>r. Mi^osi, says of Miss Belcher's
I think it will he of great service to our yotlng

for us.

THEO. PRESSED,

1704 Chestnut Street,

for

lyzing. chtmifying

“In Mins Knte H. Belcher’s Rainbow Guide for the fourth Finger
fix in the
form and color are cleverly used to draw attention
mind, the facte .to be learned. I should judge the effects of its use would
be to combine, in the ca-e of little pupils, an agreeable pastime with a
real development ot the powers of perception, discrimination and classification.”
A. R. PAK80K8.

ADDRESS

Publisher,

1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Art,

N. Y.

Director,

Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet,

Harmony

and Counterpoint.
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musicales.

Keeltals by dlstlngnished arfisis durlnf
Individual lessons only.

To
To
To
To
To

phone.

strengthen the Angers.
improve the touch.
ensure flexibility and rapidity.
give correct position of the hand.
save time and a vast amount of labor.
Prioe S3, 60, Net.

Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teachers, among
are 8. B. Mills, Da. Lotus Maas, Madams Hivk-Kino, Russket

whom
Gold,

THEODORE PRESSER.

IN PRESS. -—-The Study of Time, Measure and
Rhythm, for the Pianoforte. By E. W. Krause.
(

Price $ 1 . 60 .

tlte year.

Daily use of the Technicon and Techni-

practice under sug>eyviaion.

Classes In Chorus Drill, Vocal S%fe4 Reading, and
Tonic SoS-fss.

kkck, Carlylk Pktrrsilra, etc., etc.
Send for circular giving detailed information.

Address

AH

Portrait and Figure Painting In Oil or Water Colors.
Landscape,
fruit and flowers from nature.
Modeling in Clay, Crayoning, Paste!!®
and Charcoal Sketching, Architectural, Mechanical and Free-Hand
Drawing and Dtraiwiqg in India Ink, are thoroughlyHeveloped by the
most modern theories of teaching. Diplomas and Degrees

Conferred.
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Little Classics fob Little Players
By FRED. BRANDEIS.

Or Beyond the Icebergs,
A NEW OOMIO OPERA IN THREE ACTS,
v
.

This volume is one of Gems, eharming'y simplified by one of our
foremost musicians. Copious (German) finger marks and close phrasing with e?ery piece. Price 80 l'«l

CONTENTS.
Adagio from Sonata Pathetique..

Andante from Filth Symoho
Andante from Kreutzscr Sona
Andante Favori

WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIS,

Complete Libretto can be famished on application
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Consolation
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.Wagner.
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Melodie
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Nocturne, op.
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.Chopin.
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.Schumann
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.Schumann.

Slumber Song
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u W® know mo other work In
which & musical student can learn so
much about harmony In fifty pages of text and examples for ®xer~

These Instruments have been befor<
fifty years, and upon their si
have attained a

.Handel.
.Brahms.
.Handei.

Harmonious Blacksmith
Hungarian Dance, No. 7
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Dusst-k.

,

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

System of Technic

— The NaOon*

greatest living musical theorist n
,

POINT

I

If is well known that many of our most valuable works on musical
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, lieing post*
by reason of the labored and cttrelegs style ia
Especially is tins true of translations of Ger
These books may be characterized by tbeir long and
text-books.
involved sentence, ambiguities without number, find sometimes entire
Especially is this true of our
periods that express nothing whatever.
“ Text-books on Counterpoint.” They are wiitten bj piofonnd musical
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they had forgotten the
slow and easy steps by which they themselves arrived at their eonciu-

lively incomprehensible

which they are written.

PiofessioEal aad ilnjateiR
J’USl' rUJttLl&MMD.

man

Wo offer in this System of Technic it work that is
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and
absolutely correct, point out the road to higher and nobier possibilities.
While the aim has been to set before the player
new and interesting matter, yet the more important
very simple in construction and

This Metronome

is

can not get out of order.

tacts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit;
to develope the weaker lingers, and .to equalize the
touch, to create an independence of execution, to accustom fingers and hands alike to every po-sible posithe
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate

mind

SJOIH.

The author of this new work thoroughly believes In taking the timid
student of the musical art by the. hand ami, leading him gently, by mw>j
Stef®, to the heights of Parnassus.
It m with pirns nr© that we announce this new book on counterpoint,
written originally in the English language.
It clearly marks out all
the student's work for him, and assigns him his definite writing exer»
emm in each chapter. These tasks being indicated In their proper
place, the student may not be in doubt a* to his work tor a moment.

as well as the fingers.

By

J. C.

FILLMORE.

,

" Mr. Fillmore deserves the thanks of the musical people for aving
n an interesting subject. * * * Shows
written a very readable book
an intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.” lk<e No.

<

New

tion,

line

1617-

SPRUCE STREET,

good advice

for every

'

A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOKE.
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rest®
are printed, one on every card. After (t number art distributed among
the players, the Cards are played in succession and added togetlier kb
they are pla.txl uutil the value of a whole note is reached, when it
oounte one for the person who played the last card and completed the
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
rule® fur a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keys, fes. , accompany the game.
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instrument those who sing; tliose' who wi»h to read music faster; in fact, all
who art interested in music, need tfiis charming gams.
It teaches the value of notes and rests.
The names of the notes.
The various keys in which music is written.
different klmtaof time.
Practice in musical fractions.
The easiest way to learn to read music.
Yon learn, w hile playing an interesting game.
It is readily learned, even by children.
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games.
splendid game for evening |tarties.
tf
new departure- -entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can tench their children the rudiments of music, even if not

We Present a Few Communications out of Many Heetlvsi
“ As one reads it the wonder grows how so smuil a book could h®
W. S- B. MaThiws.
to contain so much g-asd information.”
“ It is worthy of very high commendation.’’ Da. Ws. (Masox.
“ I can only express myself in the highest terms of praise concerning

m mm.

it.”

NATURE f OF f HARMONY
Da.

HUGO RIEMANN.
PRICE, as

CS#@sncl Edition.)

An exposition of some modern

sotii*iHii.n& thfeittiielve#.

loteresti tut to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning lessons
~
,

Price,

60 Cents.

“

—

— Da.
I

Louis Maas.
wish every one of

my

pnpils to read

and study

work .”

this

—¥e

H. Sherwood.
“ It is a mine of valuable information for the student, and should b®
In tlie hands of everyone interested in music.*’*— H CLAXkttcwE'Dnr.
“ It isan extremely well-written and instructive work, and should,
in my judgment, bo in the hands of every earnest p^tuo student.”

Dudley Buck.
Ctm.

ideas of Harmony.

“ I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the
library of every student of the piano.” —Mm. Julia Rivft-Kixo.
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introduce
it to my pupils ” - Emil Lieblinh.
“ An excellent work.”— my Fat.
“ Every pianr pupil ought to read it
ichard Zkckwxk.
“ Will prove a great aid to all earnest students.” H A. Class*.
“The author is evidently master of his subject” Jons 8. Dwioht.

—

—

By

C. A.

MACOROIJS.

Among the many tonics treated in this little
are “On a good touch,” “ Repose in playing,” “JH
in playing.” etc., etc.

Price, 10 cents.
-
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made

Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady.

By
Instruction and Pleasure Combined.

A

—

By GAEL EEINEGKE.
rsivE,

MUSICAL GAME

one

WHAT SHALL WE PLAY

PHXLABEX2HIA, PA.

York.

“ We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly
Interesting and most useful to ail who desire to study the subject
which it treats The Atfien&um, London, England.
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America.

MUSIC TEACHERS
By

E.
«...

(Ml,

SEFTGN.
Ktfh

and Family,
Kindergarten
a
BY A KiNDERGARTNER.

RIDLEY PRENTICE
GU ILDHALL SCHOOL OF M IT SIC, LON DON, ENGLAND
Mb. Brotherhood, New York

Bear

must give up all hope of playing solos in
owing to the amount of teaching which I have to do.
Now, however, thanks entirety to the Technicon, I have been able (a few weeks ago to give a pianoforte recital at the Guildhall
School of Music, when I included in my programme a most exacting work— the Sonata in F minor by Brahms., On that
occasion H played with more freedom and more effect than ever before in my life, although for years I have done no techSir

public again, as

I

it is

had come

to the conclusion for

impossible for

me

some years

past, that I

to get the necessary practice,

1

);

piano:

You

make any

are at liberty to

wish I could do more to make

it

use you

known.

—

N. B. Important Work for. Pianists. The mechanism of the hand and arm analyzed and explained by means of diagrams, with explanatory notes, showing which
muscles are brought into action for each parti ctJar movement of the arm, wrist or fingers. Invaluable to teachers for showing pupils which muscles should be used, and
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Price 75 cents. To Teachers, 60 cents. Send stamps.

For further particulars

much

in regard to

J.
Agents

for

England,

scientific gymnasium, the Technicon, whereby so much time is saved from monotonous technical exercises,
for the necessities of piano playing, and much wear and tear of the piano prevented, address

Mr. Brotherhood’s

greater results obtained in developing the

hand

BftOYHERHOOO

ATOIHEB &

00.,

Mo.

?

86 Newgate

St.,

S West Fourteenth

London, 1.

0.

I

Agents

for

Street,

Mew

York, N. Y,

Germany^ FRITZ 50HXFBEBIJ2, Herrmann

Str., 16,

Hamburg

-Ht0.4DITSON+&+CO.’S-tNEW+PUBLICATIONS.*^
Whaj Choirs Need.

THE OLIVES DITSON &

ANTHEM BOOKS.

Emerson’s Anthems of Praise. $1.00; per doz., $9.00
Perkins’ Anthem Harp. $1.25; per doz., $12.00.
American Anthem Rook. $1.25; per doz., $12.00.
Order with Ditson’s imprint.
Dressler’s Sacred Selections. $1.50 per doz., $13.50.
Juans Deo.
Hensbaw. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
Sant oral. Palmer & Trowbridge. $1.00; perdoz.f$9.00.
Vox I Andie. Ernst Leslie. $1.00; per doz., $9.00.
Sows’ Responses and Sentences.
;

Perkins’ Easy Anthems.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS
it, happens,” but take
and rehearsals, to prepare their young
singers for solos and choruses, for Sunday and for festival singing.
For such schools Ditson & Co. provide
the best music by the best composers.

pains, by classes

80 cts.; per doz., $7.20,
$1.00; per doz., $9.00.

And many others.
¥
Please send for Lists and Descriptions.

Faithful

are not satisfied with singing “ as

CHILDREN’S DIADEM.
30 cts., $3 per dozen. Abbey and M unger. The newestbook, full of very sweet songs, well fitted to succeed their
other successful books.

VOICES OF PRAISE.
$4.20 per dozen. Rev. Chas. L. Hutchins. A
handsome book of great merit and highly recommended.

40

cts.,

Dignified yet brilliant

HEW

hymns and

tunes.

SPIRITUAL SONGS.

35 cts., $3.60 per dozen.
Rev. E. A. Hoff man and J. H.
Tenney. More than 50,000 sold. New edition, condensed and improved.

SONG WORSHIP.
35 cts., $3 .60 per dozen. L. O. Emerson and W. F.
Sherwin, both distinguished ‘‘Sunday-school composers.”

SINGING ON THE WAY.
35

cts.,

$3.60 per dozen.

Jewett and Holbrook.

SONGS OP PROMISE.
85

and Successful School Teachers use the Best

Books, without regard to the interests of authors or publishers ; and are great patrons of Ditson & Co.’s carefully made books, compiled by the best talent.

For

lists

and descriptions, please correspond.

KINDERGARTEN.
Kata D. Wiggin.
A
Kindergarten Chimes, $1,25.
Manual and Song Book for Kindergartners,
Songs and Games for Little Ones, $2.00. Gertruds
Walker and Harriet S. Jenks. 138 of the sweetest
of sweet Songs.
Kindergarten Plays.

PRIMARY.

30

Richter.

American School Music Readers.

Gems

cts.

The Youngest Note Readers.

lor Little Singers, 80 cts.

Book 1, 35 cts.
Emerson & Swayne.

INTERMEDIATE AiO GRAMMAR.
United Voices, 60 cts., and Song Bells, 50
by L. O. Emerson, and the first just out.

cts.,

$3.60 per dozen.

not send for specimen copies (mailed for retail
specimen pages (free)?

both

THE HIGHER SCHOOLS.
Landamus,

$1.00.

A Hymnal

for Ladies’

Colleges.

By Profs. Kendrick and Ritter, of Vassal
Royal Singer, 60 cts. L. G. Emerson. For Adult
Schools.
Classes
lasses and High Schools
Singing LSong Greeting, 60 cts. L. O. Emerson. Refined
Beautiful Part Songs.

Hoffmann and Tenney.

cts.,

Why

price), or for

00.

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS

Specifhen Copies of any of the above hooks mailed,

